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PREFACE

T

HE public will pardon the artistic deficiencies in the composition of these addresses, and we trust that an apology will
not be necessary for the fact that they were delivered extemporaneously, since they follow a
well defined line of thought. If we understand
the mind of the average man, he is more interested in a thing of life than a thing of art. The
jagged methods of emphasis, rendered perhaps
a little more jagged by the vicissitudes of a
stenographic report, might be entirely smoothed
out if the author were to re-write these lectures
in composition form ; and the arguments imbedded therein might be more clearly articulated; but they would lose something which they
are bound to have derived from the associations
of a convention which in denominational complexion and spiritual passion could hardly be
duplicated in the Christian world.
It may add a mental setting to the thoughts
of the serious reader to remind him that the
best intellect and the best devotion of every
widely known Christian denomination, with the
possible exception of the Roman Catholic, was
represented in the audience that received these
5
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lectures, and that the meetings resulted in much
definite blessing; so much that many of the written testimonies have been published, of people
who took higher ground in the Karuiza wa Convention.
It was in deference to the judgment of certain
Christian leaders that these messages were reported for publication. This was recommended
because doctrinally they are representative of
one of the standard interpretations of a theme
in which all Christendom is acquiring an increased interest; because, while the interpretation of Christian holiness as here presented has
borne much good fruit, since the days of John
Wesley, the presentation of it in these addresses
is ''characterized by breadth of vision, charity
and tolerance, without sacrificing those qualities
of clearness and aggressiveness which are appreciated by candid men of all schools.''
Wilmore, Ky.
J. P.

These lectures, translated by M. Matsumoto, Acting President Kwansei Gakuin, Kobe, are published in Japanese by
The Christian Literature Society, Tokyo, Japan.
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I
EMPTIED AND FILLED
BASED ON THE FIRST EPISTLE OF JOHN

''These things write we unto you that your joy
ma31 be full. "-1 Jno. 1: 4.

T

HE task of evangelizing the world is in
the hands of the Church rather than in
the hands of the ordained ministry.
When Jesus said, ' 'Ye are the salt of the earth,''
He did not say this to the overseers of the flock,
to the pastors or elders alone; it was true of
them because they were a part of the Church of
Christ. When He said, ''Ye are the light of the
world,'' He meant all of His servants had this
trust of reflecting His light to the world.
First of all, the field of the ministry is the
Church ; and ultimately the Church is God's
commissioned agency to the world. We have
acted as if we believed otherwise in many centers of Christianity. Some of us can remember
the time when it seemed to be the task of the
ministry exclusively to evangelize the world.
The Church, the laity, the men and women of
the Church, did not seem to feel that a very great
burden of responsibility rested upon them. They
9
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sometimes felt they ought to contribute and help
the preacher that he might engage in the great
world conflict, but it has only been in recent
times that the Church has begun to see that it
shared equally with the ministry the task of
evangelizing the world. But when we become
fully awakened to this truth, there falls upon the
ministry a burden of responsibility to look after
the spiritual life of the Church, in order that it
may be equal to the responsibility of evangelizing the world; and as this very simple philosophy becomes more apparent to the ministry,
there comes with it an increased burden upon
the heart of the ministry for the full salvation
of the Church, as the hope of evangelizing the
world. As we see this fact more clearly, we who
are in the ministry must feel with increasing
concern that there can be no success commensurate with our task of evangelizing the world
until we can have greater success in deepening
the spiritual life of the Church.
WHY THE CHURCH NEEDS THE BLESSING

The greatest evangelists, they who feel that
their mission is to the unbelieving world, the
evangelists who move the largest communities,
can only count their converts by thousands; and
it is very rare that you find a man with such
Sinai truth in his preaching and such magnetism in his personality that we can number his
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converts by thousands; but when we can, he has
barely touched the edge of the great problem
of world evangelism. World evangelism is not
to come through oral arguments and eloquent
appeals from the pulpit. I am not reflecting
upon the work of such evangelists ; they have
their place, and they have an inspirational value;
but world evangelism is to come through the
people of God as a whole; they are the
salt of the earth; they are the light of the
world, and when they become so delivered
from sin and filled with Christ's sentiments
and His life, when men take knowledge of
them that they have been with Jesus, they
will begin to solve this problem. Unless tl:.ey
take knowledge of us that we have been with
Jesus, it will profit but little for them to discover that we have been to college or that we are
sound in doctrine. World evangelism as a
human problem is too great to be solved. It is
not a problem of evolution, nor is it a problem
of education or human ingenuity. It is a problem whose solution God assumes; but He has
only one way of solving this problem, that is,
through you and me and all His people, regardless of our intellectual calibre, or what may be
our position in the Church of Christ.
Now, with this before us, do we permit ourselves to become burdened for the sanctification
of the Church, that it might be ''meet for the
Master's use, " that the church might be "filled

12
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with all the fulness of God,'' that it might be
so blessed as to be a blessing? John the Beloved
was impressed with this situation we have tried
to outline, and he addressed his message in this
first epistle, not to the unbelieving world, but to
the people of God, in the hope of impressing
them with the necessity of full salvation.
VARIEGATED LIGHT

In our statements during this convention, we
shall recognize that there are several ways of
apprehending the deeper life, entirely in harmony with the Scriptures and with each other,
which may seem to contradict each other, if examined superficially. We shall be at liberty to
use any term that seems convenient, with reference to the deepening of the spiritual life, duly
considering those present who entertain technical differences, so long as they agree with our
object. The only class for which I fear, is the
class who believe there is no such a thing as a
deeper life, and who therefore cannot be brought
to long for a deeper life. We are not discouraged with that class who feel in their hearts
a deep desire for better things in the spiritual
life, even though they may differ with us. Our
point of agreement has tremendous preeminence. So long as a man has an appetite
and is full of hunger for spiritual things, we
can find a way around the intellectual difficulties.
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We can and must get together on one thing,
namely, that we are hungering and thirsting. All
of the expressions by which we seek to convey
our thoughts are subject to human limitations
and are often insufficient to give the full meaning of divine truth. The Master at one time said
to his disciples, "I have many things to say unto
you, but ye cannot bear them now." I shall pay
you the compli.ment of not adhering to that in
these services, but of stating to you frankly and
fully the message that I have for you as we
study the Scriptures, feeling that you are far
enough advanced to bear the few things I am
able to say, and much more. I shall hold you to
a contract to take part in the studies of this convention, and only to accept the words spoken as
you confirm them by the Scripture ; and you are
requested to pray for the one that speaks to you.
Like the fisherman when he drew the net of good
and bad fish out of the sea, you are asked to put
the good into vessels and cast the bad away.
JOHN'S BURDEN FOR THE CHURCH

The first Epistle General of John is addressed
to all Christians, including the group in this
audience today. In his opening words, the apostle impresses us with his familiarity with the
great theme upon which he is about to launch.
He says that he presents it to us with a special
object : ''That which we have seen and heard
declare we unto you, that ye also may have fel-

14
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lowship with us.'' He seemed to say to his audience, We occupy a plane which we hereby invite
you to occupy with us, and these things are written in order to give you a lift in that direction.
The plane that he occupies is indicated in the
words, ''Our fellowship is with the Father and
with His Son, Jesus Christ." His special object
is otherwise stated when he says, ''These things
write we unto you that your joy may be full.''
We gather from that, that he gets his fulness of
joy out of the fellowship to which he has just
referred; fellowship with the Father and with
His Son, Jesus Christ. This then is the message which he proposes to elaborate in order to
get results: ''The message which we have heard
of him and declare unto you, that God is light
and in him is no darkness at all." Then, speaking of the subject of fellowship again, he says:
''If we say that we have f ellowskip with him
and walk in darkness, we lie and do not the
truth.'' And again, ''If we walk in the light as
he is in the light, we have fellowship one with
another; and the blood of Jesus Christ his Son
cleanseth us from all sin.'' This latter is a very
clear statement which needs no comment in order
to make it plain, and needs no defense in order
to keep it from being explained away. It is an
unshakable doctrinal point which is due to be
kept in mind as representing a fundamental element, wherever one would lay emphasis upon the
fulness of the blessing of the Gospel of Christ.
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There were some in St. John's audience, it
would seem, who did not accept such a statement as this, and who were not in an attitude
of humility and open-heartedness; but who, instead of going to the extreme of confessing themselves incurably sinful, as many do today, went
to the extreme of self-sufficiency, claiming to have
all the deliverance they needed. They were under
some kind of delusion which made it impossible
for the doctrine or the experience of cleansing
through the blood of Christ to reach them. So
John injects this statement : ''If we say that we
have no sin, we deceive ourselves, and the truth
is not in us. If we confess our sins, he is faithful
and just to forgive us our sins, and to cleanse us
from all unrighteousness. If we say that we have
not sinned, we make him a liar, and his word is
not in us.'' The passage here requiring confession that ''we have sinned'' is not limited to
mean individual sin. It has a theological application. It refers to the sin which extends to
the entire race, and has reference to the fall of
man. John was orthodox on sin; that was the
basis from which he started his full salvation appeals. Get men wrong on this idea of sin and
you can never produce a healthy specimen of
Christianity or have a gospel with the power of
propagation. A man must stand four square
on the subject of sin and the fall of man, or
that man is a dead letter, so far as promoting
the Gospel is concerned. His seeds are all sterile.

16
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He may give them to the field, but they never
sprout and bring forth fruit. The idea of the
apostle was to get us down to bed rock on the
subject of sin, both personal and racial. If we
go back on that, we are not on common ground
with him and are not able to go any further
with the class of teachers which he represents ;
nor are we in line to partake of those depths
of joy and peace and victory which he was so
anxious should become the heritage of the disciples of Jesus Christ in all lands.
"If we say that we have not sinned" is parallel with the Apostle Paul's statement that all have
sinned. All have missed the mark; the whole
race has fallen short and will stay short until it
is brought up by the redeeming grace of God.
If we say that we have not sinned, which is the
very central assumption of His word, then we go
back on the entire program, and make Him a
liar; we thus prove that His word has not found
lodgment properly in our minds-'' His word is
not in us.''
We wish you to look for a moment at the 4th
verse, which seems to be the key to the epistle.
There he explains why he writes this epistle.
''These things write we unto you, that your joy
may be full.'' This fulne.ss of joy represents one
way of apprehending the deeper life ; otherwise
known as the Spirit filled life ; the consecrated
life ; the sanctified life ; the higher life ; or being
established in grace. Here is a synonym for
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all of it. ''These things write we unto you that
your joy may be full.'' This joy is an exotic
plant which does not grow spontaneously in the
soil of this fallen world ; which does not originate
in the human heart ; it is the joy of the Lord.
We have a similar plant in the world, which we
call joy; but it is superficial. It finds its root
in circumstances; it depends on the weather, or
upon our health, or how our friends treat us, or
how enemies prevail against us, or our standing
in society, or the condition of the crops, or declarations of war, or declarations of peace. There
is nothing substantial or dependable in what the
world calls joy; but God, through His regenerating grace, has given a peace, a consolation, which
cannot be disturbed by changes in the weather,
by the advancing of years, by reverses of circumstance, or afflictions of the flesh ; a complacency
that knows how to abound and how to suffer
want; because this peace has its root, not in circumstances, but in God. An individual may not
be able to shout when he has the chills and fever
and rheumatism, but he may have this marvelous
consolation as deep as the sea ; far too deep to
be disturbed by the ills of the flesh.
John assumes that his audience has a measure
of this priceless joy, and he here announces his
wish that they might have all that their capacity
would admit; in the interest of their own efficiency, of course. This is a worthy object. Let
a man prepare his message with this in view

18
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and he would seem entitled to a patient hearing,
even if he were unskilled and awkward and
given to offensive blunders. But when John the
Beloved comes, announcing such a purpose with
his message, we must sit at his feet feeling that
of all the exponents of the gospel he has authority to speak upon this theme.
WAYS AND MEANS OF HAPPINESS

No matter where you find a human being, he
is after joy. He may be in the brothel, or he
may be at the seaside ; he may be in the whirl of
society; in the ball room ; at the card table; or
he may be in the church, the fashionable church
or the unfashionable church; it matters not
where you find a child of Adam's race, he is in
quest of joy. But strange are the notions that
people have of how it is to be procured. I suppose there is hardly a man or woman here who
would not join me at once if they felt I knew
how to get in touch with some great current of
joy, and I should invite them to join me in an
inquiry room that I might explain the secret to
them. But it would be vain for us to invite you
forward as direct seekers of joy. There is something underlying it and leading up to it which
we at first must take into consideration.
Remembering the apostle's object, it is interesting to inquire into his method. We may safely
regard him as an authority on his theme; but,
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supposing we have not examined his methods,
and hearing his subject announced, should run
out ahead of him and try to anticipate his formula as to how this joy may be induced. We
might suppose that he would take us on an excursion among unfallen worlds ; or show us the
jasper walls and the gates of pearl and let us
look upon the King in His beauty; with winsome words, he might tell us how the angels
sing; and then, when we returned, we should be
exceedingly glad. But that is not his method.
There is one underlying principle in John's appeal. And I would say in passing, inasmuch as
many of you are ministers and teachers of the
Scriptures, we ought always to have our eyes on
some definite and worthy object when we teach
the Scriptures, and not be content with a general rambling in the fields of truth. John had
an object, as he states ; and he adopts a practical
method for arriving at this object. The entire
epistle drives at the thought that sin underlies
our misery ; that if we can discover the secret
of getting rid of sin, we can discover the secret
of joy; that in whatever degree we discover this
secret of deliverance from sin, we have in that
measure discovered this fulness of divine joy.
The assumption is that if we cannot discover a
complete remedy for sin, then this fulness of joy
is impossible; but if we can discover a complete
remedy for sin, then this fulnes of joy stands out
among the beautiful possibilities that invite us

20
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onward in the Christian life. So really he gives
us a treatise on sin and salvation; so clean cut
and superlative that were it not inspired, we
would regard it as extreme. There is not a chapter in which he does not make a strong deliverance on the subject of sin.
A

HEAVY INDICTMENT

John begins his indictment of sin as the chief
hindrance to Christian experience by asserting,
''If we say that we have fellowship with God
and walk in darkness, we lie'' ; we are not only
strangers to the fulness of joy, but strangers to
the initial installments; for no liar has any part
with God. Darkness is a Bible type for sin. To
walk in darkness means to live in the practice of
some form of sin. Such a man is so far from
fellowship with Christ, so far from the fulness,
that he is not a partaker at all. The charge of
a liar is serious when it comes from Saint
John. If some man with a low. brow and a big
jaw and a mean disposition should call me a liar,
I should simply consider the source, and remember that hard words from a bad man may be a.
compliment; but when a man like John tells us
that we lie, it is time for serious reflection. He
teaches that if a man tramples upon the law of
God, and then claims the know ledge of God, that
man is a liar and the truth is not in him. Such
a man preserves the delusion of antinomianism.
Our Christianity must take a decided position on
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questions of right and wrong, and attach material importance to righteous living, or it cannot
enjoy the initial consolations of the gospel, much
less the fulness.
There is a principle involved in John's opening broadside against sin, ''If we say we have
fellowship with him and walk in darkness, we
lie.'' One person cannot wrong another and still
have fellowship. Your greatest enemy is the one
who has done you the greatest wrong. Each sin
against God puts the soul farther away from His
fellowship. The coldness and enmity increases ;
the darkness deepens; till finally God is eclipsed;
and the sinner, no longer realizing God's exister..ce, vents his spleen against the Bible, the
church, and the people of God. Hatred carries.
If you hate a man, you lose friendship for his
family, and will not build your new house after
the pattern of his, or suffer the babes of your
household to be given the same names that are
worn by the members of his family. It is natural that we shall hate them that we wrong, and
far from natural that we should have mutual
interests and fellowship with one that we hate.
It is therefore far from natural that any man
who lives in wilful sin should have fellowship
with God; and the apostle shows that instead of
such people being headed toward the fulness
they are headed away from it, toward the fulness of misery and woe.
But, reversing the operation of this principle,
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John informs us that those who, forsaking all sin,
choose light, and walk in it, shall have fellowship with God; and that such a life and such
a fellowship will lead to a sublime consequence ;
the Christian will experience the present, full,
cleansing power of the blood of Jesus Christ. In
arriving thus quickly at this superlative deliverance from inward sin, John dashes off the first
outline of his scheme by which he proposes to
lead us into the fulness ; that is, getting us emptied. With the emptying of the soul comes its
filling; the one calls for the other and amounts
to the other. The lesson is that men who would
go up must first go down. If the Christians of
Christendom, for whom this epistle is written,
had known the full personal cleansing, they
would have known the fulness of the blessing.
And why did they not, and why do not some of
us, know the full personal cleansing T Simply
because we have not walked far enough in the
light to see our need of it.
DEEPER EXPERIENCE CANNOT PRECEDE INTELLI-

GENCE

There is a principle in the laws of personal
salvation that God cannot supply a need until
we recognize it. He can only save us to a depth
that we are able to confess and deplore. Only
when we see the background of our heart, only
when we see and deplore the subtle sinfulness of
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our inner nature, can the promise of cleansing be
available for us; and only then can our fellowship with God be consummated, and only then
can our consolation be full. Then, when we go
to those who need a blessing, we shall be able
to assure them from personal knowledge that
there is a blessing for them. Then we shall no
longer have to offer to the lost a gospel which
as yet has not proved to be the power of God to
our own salvation. Then there comes a deeper relationship with the Father, through Jesus Christ,
by which a more intimate covenant of friendship
is established. The soul of the believer enters
into a significant league with God.
THE FULNESS THAT FILLS

Every life is fraught with painful vacancies
until it has its full quota of friendship and fellowship. No joy is full without friendship. Thus
do we have fortune, thus do we have power; not
in proportion to our silver and gold, not in proportion to the health and honor we enjoy. Our
riches are measured by the number and character of our friends. I touch a vital question in
your life when I ask you how many friends you
have. As I hold up the fingers of my hand, let
us count them. Name each one in your mind.
Be careful to emphasize the word friend; reserve
all the doubtful names for a more leisurely investigation, and name in your mind at this mo-
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ment the list of those whom without hesitancy
you count as your friends. Will the :fingers on
one hand be enough to count them? Let us look
a little closer at these friends. Why are they
your friends-why do they love you? Is it because of your physical attractions? Then, some
day the wear of years and the ravage of sickness
may rob you of that, and you will lose your
friends. Is it because of your wealth? Tomorrow some frenzied world power may confiscate
your wealth or storms may sweep it away and
leave you a pauper; then your friends will be
gone. Do they love you because of your influence, your high birth or political or social
standing? Often the shifting sentiment of fickle
society proclaims the first last and the last first.
If ostracism should be your portion tomorrow
you would at the same time lose all this class
of friends. Is it your talent that gets you your
friends? Are you an artist or a wise and gifted
person, and, therefore, much loved and in great
demand? Disease may begin with this evening's
shadows, to invade your faculties and bring you
down to the estate of a pitiful dependent. Then
all whose friendship is based on this alone shall
disappear out of your life.
If you will pay the price of this fellowship, if
you will forego every prejudice and exalt the
cleansing fountain which alike qualifies the high
and the lowly for a divine fellowship, then I am
permitted to present to you a Friend who loved
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you before you had any physical attractions, and
who will love and cherish you as equally dear
when the beauty of your youth has faded and
your form is weatherbeaten. A Friend who
loved you when no earthly goods were said to be
yours, and who will love you when palaces have
crumbled and gold has lost its value. A Friend
who loved you when no one knew you, and who
will love you as dearly when the world is pleased
to have forgotten you entirely. A Friend who
loved you when you had no gifts except to weep,
and with whom you will be still in demand, still
popular, when your right arm is palsied with
age and your voice has lost its music; when men
who send for you now and offer you employment
shall forget you and turn to others ; when in the
solitude of old age or affliction you shall meditate alone in your quiet corner, forgotten in the
scenes of active service, still this Friend shall
cherish you, still He will need you. It will be
His delight to uphold you.
''And when hoary hairs l!!hall our temples adorn,
Like Lambs we shall still in his bo110m be borne.''

Such is the fellowship we find when in our
heart of hearts we are willing to qualify for it,
when we walk in the light, with no ambition contrary to that of realizing that the blood of Jesus
Christ cleanseth us from all sin. Here is found a
fellowship, a co-operation from the upper world,
that makes life complete.

II
THE OBJECT OF POWER
BASED UPON ACTS

1 : 5, 8

"Ye shall be baptized with the Holy Ghost not
many days hence." "Ye shall receive power,
after that the Holy Ghost is come upon you: and
ye shall be witnesses unto me both in Jerusalem,
and in all Judea, amd in Samaria, and unto the
uttermost part of the earth."

T

HE words "baptized with the Holy
Ghost'' in connection with this
seem to take care of an important distinction in dealing with the subject of the Holy
Spirit. We are by no means shut up to the term
baptism with the Holy Spirit in discussing these
themes. The identical expression is not used in
the forecast of the prophets to refer to this great
divine blessing which was to come in the New
Testament age, and it is not elaborately used by
the apostles in referring to the fulfilment, in the
epistles, which came later. But the fact that it
should have been used at all, and, at one time,
in the literature of the Gospel, used somewhat
extensively, has its significance; because there is
!l6
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a distinctive meaning suggested in the words,
"Baptize with the Holy Spirit." This distinctive meaning may be neglected in our articulation of the doctrine without any harm to the real
results which we are due to secure in our own
lives and under our ministry; but it may be neglected and the neglect lead to some teaching
which would impair the force of our message and
divert us from the deeper experience which God
would have us to receive.
PERsONAL SALVATION COMPLETED

Evidently, the word baptize means to cleanse
or purge. Such is its historic use. In such passages as John 3: 25, 26, it is used interchangeably with cleanse or purge. It is a noticeable
fact that when our Lord is said to have received
the Holy Spirit, which marked the beginning of
His active ministry, the word baptize does not
occur; for, while He properly submitted Himself
to the ceremonial cleansing which is involved in
water baptism, He did not need that cleansing
which is involved in baptism with the Holy
Spirit. The reason we would emphasize this baptismal attribute in the gift of the Holy Spirit is
because, bringing in the idea of cleansing, it implies a greater conformity to the image of the
Son of God. Referring to when it was fulfilled
in him, the Apostle Paul tells us in Acts 15 : 8,
9, that his heart and the hearts of his fellow
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disciples were purified by faith. Then a reference is made to the receiving of the Holy Spirit
by the Gentiles, in Romans 15: 16, where it is
said that their ''offering up'' or their consecration was sanctified by the Holy Ghost. In the
same epistle, Romans 6: 4, 7, Paul refers to a
baptism which accomplishes the destruction of
the old man ; the deliverance of the soul from
inward sin. Salvation, or being saved, always
refers to sin, in the Scriptures. It means to be
saved from some form of sin, either actual or inward. We are told in Titus 3: 5, 6 that according to His mercy God saved them by the washing of regeneration and the renewing of the Holy
Ghost. This renewing of the Holy Ghost, which
''he shed on them abundantly,'' was part of the
process of their salvation. Thus, in this passage,
he includes the gift of the Holy Spirit, following the regeneration of their hearts, as figuring
in the completion of their salvation. The effect
of the Holy Spirit being received by the disciples
is discussed or referred to in such passages as
Acts 4 :32 and described as practically the same
thing as that which was to be accomplished in
answer to the Master's prayer for the sanctification of His disciples in John 17 : 17, 21.
So we mention this as an important distinction,
because it would seem that, while some may have
overlooked the distinction without falling into a
hurtful error, others have fallen into hurtful
errors by insisting that the fulness of the Spirit
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has nothing to do with completing salvation in
the children of God. We mention the distinction
because it is important that we should have in
mind a desire to be more like the Master when
we seek anything from Him ; and, if we are, in a
more complete sense, to be temples of the Holy
Spirit, if we are to invite Him in to dwell and
walk and live in us and minister through us, that
which He is to find in us must be congenial
with Him. Certainly we are not so by nature,
and certainly we are not so until He fills us with
Himself and consummates the work for which
the blood of Jesus Christ is shed. The idea of
the sanctification of a soul without the baptism
of the Holy Spirit is as incongruous in the light
of the Scriptures as the idea of day without sunlight. With day comes the light of the sun and
with the light of the sun comes day; they are
inseparable; the one depends upon the other.
With the baptism of the Holy Spirit comes the
sanctification of the soul and in sanctification of
the soul comes the baptism of the Holy Spirit ;
thus, while the two terms sound and look decidedly different, they point to the same effect
fundamentally in the experience of the believer.
It is with these distinctions in mind that I call
your attention to His promise of power. Power
means ability to do ; but before one can have that
ability he must have some qualification of heart
and disposition which makes him fit to be trusted
with the power of the Holy Ghost.
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DISCOVERING OUR LIMITATIONS

One of the most painful experiences that can
come to a human soul is the experience of helplessness in the presence of some great task for
which he alone is responsible. If not otherwise,
some have had that painful sense of helplessness in dreams; as in the case of a nightmare,
when we find ourselves in the presence of a
swiftly moving train and unable to get out of the
way, or a child is seen falling over a precipice
or attacked by a mad dog and we unable to raise
our voice of warning or lift a hand to help. In
that condition we struggle with emotions that
would choke us to death, were it not for the law
of nature by which a man is awakened. But
some of us take life so lightly and regard its
duties and callings with so little seriousness that
we never know what it means to have resting on
our souls a responsibilty too great for us. If you
have ever felt that helplessness, you were then
ready to seek some promise by which you might
get help and power and qualification for your
task.
The situation is pitiful, when the devil comes
into our homes and allures our child and drags
him into the snares of sin and into disgrace and
despair and death, and we are too weak to lift
a hand of protest or engage in any kind of battle
in behalf of that child. We discover our limitations when we go out to meet our obligations.
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We see the situation of a world staggering on in
darkness, and we with our share of responsibility in coming to the rescue ; yet we feel ourselves so weak that our weakness is utterly oppressive. Such feelings usually come as the experience of a soul awakened to duty. They more
certainly come when he addresses himself to
that duty. He may accept his calling from God
and rise and go out in response to the great commission, before he discovers his helplessness.
Usually when a man is called to a mission or
some kind of rescue or salvage work to which his
very best must be devoted, that man discovers his
need of this promise which we have read you
tonight, and is impelled to seek its fulfilment.
THE MAJESTY OF POWER

Power is one of the most majestic phenomena
in all the realm of nature. Wherever we see a
manifestation of power, we contemplate an attribute of God, who made the world. There is
something magnificent in gravity, which holds
the planets in their places and keeps them revolving around the sun. It is a silent force ordained in the universe, which no scientist has
ever defined. That force has been here through
all the ages. For many centuries in our own
country there has gone down through the
Niagara Falls a great volume of power due to
the force of gravity; men have contemplated it
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only as one of nature's beautiful phenomena,
without a thought of utilizing it; but finally they
belted the wheels of their machinery to it and
all such agencies, and the industrial world began
to use the power of gravity. Today, great systems of railway traffic are conducted across the
Rocky Mountains by the power of gravity. We
are told that a man, experimenting with a potato
on the spout of a kettle, contrived the notion
that in the world there was some kind of force
which, by the combination of water and fire,
could be utilized; and so the industrial world
hitched on to steam, and turned the old horse
out to graze; and this mystic giant which had
been stalking through the earth ever since Adam
and Eve cooked their first breakfast in the garden of Eden, was hitched to our freight wagons
and began to shake the continents with his power.
It is a mysterious force as limitless as the millions of cubic miles of water in the sea and the
billions of units of heat in the sun. Electricity
has been in the crust of the earth and in all the
elements above, since the dawn of the first morning. A man got a sample of it by sending up a
kite. Then, after combining vitriol and zinc and
copper and making batteries, they learned to
make iron harness in which this great steed
would work, and the industrial and scientific
world began to turn the wheels of their machinery with his force. They made a messenger boy
out of him and tied continents together, making
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neighbors out of the nations and whispering galleries out of the seas. Through all the ages it
had been here, although there was not sufficient
light and ingenuity to appropriate it until divine
providence should ordain the time.

THE

HIGHER FORCE

But there is a force more wonderful than this;
a force quite as real, but it is of another character and refers to higher realms, more closely
identified with the God that made the earth and
created gravity and steam and electricity. Its
existence is quite as literally true as electricity
or any other force in the universe. It is the
power of the Holy Ghost. For this there is no
substitute; and we must learn by humiliating
experience, if we cannot be taught otherwise,
that the wheels of Zion cannot be made to turn
by any power other than this. We may try the
giant machinery of our organizations ; we may
try to use the force of education, literature,
philosophy, and ingenuous appliances; these are
all right in their places, but none of these can
be accepted as a substitute for the power of the
Holy Ghost. We must have this force, and until
we have this, souls must be perishing whom we
should reach, and we shall be unable to do the
work to which the Master has called us. This is
God's way, and we cannot find some other. This
is the one force which is not derived by the skill
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of the inventor. They can not belt the wheels of
their religious machinery to this by any kind
of contrivance or ingenuity of this world. There
is only one way into it, and that is to deplore
sin and desire an uttermost deliverance from sin;
a complete devotion to God who has called you
into His work, with a view to the evangelization
of the world. When we put ourselves in that attitude and commit ourselves to that program, we
can get the power. It is through simple consecration and faith in God.
Some have gone so far, in less enlightened
times, as to conjecture that the gift of the Holy
Spirit is something peculiar to the apostolic age.
They give their reasons for this, not in any direct
statement of Scripture, but in the assumption
that the Holy Spirit was given that men might
work miracles. But miracle working power was
not promised by the prophets in connection with
this. Indeed the apostles worked miracles before they received the Holy Spirit, and many of
them that received the Holy Spirit according to
this promise never worked miracles afterward, so
far as any record would indicate. We conclude
that miracles have no essential connection with
the baptism of the Holy Spirit. It is not given
that men might do wonderful things, or attract
the attention of the world by perpetrating some
kind of sensation. It puts us on a plane of
achievement where the magicians of Egypt cannot follow.
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TOUCH WITH FACTS

The object of this gift of the Spirit is not far
to seek. A simple and direct reason is stated
in the passage before us. It is that we may be
witnesses unto Him at home and abroad, and
unto the uttermost part of the earth. If this sort
of program needs to be carried out, the promise
of the gift of the Holy Spirit is as far from
being obsolete at this time as it was on the day
the apostles tarried in the upper room. If God
needs effective witnesses today, and if the Gospel
needs to be successfully published to all mankind, the promise of the baptism with the Holy
Spirit holds as sure at this very moment as it
did when Peter proclaimed his wonderful message to the people at Jerusalem, after he received
the blessing in the upper room. At that time
he told them that the great blessing which he had
just received, the promise of the Father, was
unto them and to their children and to them
that were afar off, and to as many as the Lord
should call. If He had said any less, our faith
might have been unsatisfied; if He had said,
"Unto you and your children," I might have
thought I was not one of those children; if He
had said, To those afar off, I might have said,
I know I am a long way off on the map and on
the calendar ; but a good many other people are
a long way off. If He had called my name, I
should not have been certain it meant me, for
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some other men have that name. But He said,
''Un to as many as the Lord our God shall call,''
and we who know He called us may know also
that this promise is to us as much as it was to
the Apostle Peter.
If the object is that we might be witnesses
unto Him, the divine baptism must still be available ; for He needs witnesses, more than He needs
men in the ordained ministry; more than He
needs young people's societies; or educational
institutions. We grant He can use them all, but
He must have witnesses. When He called the
Apostle Paul, He coupled the idea of witnesses
with the idea of the ministry; and the former is
more universally indispensable than the latter.
The work of world evangelism rests more on the
office of
for which all God's children
are asked to qualify, than it does upon the ordained ministry, to which only a fraction of the
church is eligible. God may have all the pulpit
preachers He needs, yet He cannot do this work
according to His own plan unless He has witnesses. Witnesses are worth a great deal more
than attorneys. Argument does not measure up
with the direct evidence from a man who knows.
The world is in need of men who know. The
witness is not merely a man who thinks or believes; not a theorist, but a man who knows.
Now that sounds high; it is rather strong talk;
but the philosopher here knows the difference
between faith and knowledge as used in a court
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of law and in the terminology of the Bible. He
knows that faith is the acceptance of evidence;
a perfectly rational thing, so much so that men
do business upon faith. But knowledge grows
out of acquaintance through experience rather
than evidence. There is a realism in the statement and action of a man who was himself present when the thing happened, that can not be
found in the testimony and ministry of a man
who is sure that it is so but was not there
when it took place. A witness is a man who
was present when the thing took place. The
judge says to the witness on the stand, ''State
what you know in this case ; '' and the witness
says in answer to the judge's request, ''My
father and my wife and my pastor were down
on the street, and the three saw the accused shoot
the victim.'' But the judge says, ''I have not
asked you to state what they saw, I have asked
you to state what you know." And the witness
says, ''Do you mean to reflect upon my wife, and
father and pastor, don't you suppose I know
this is so?'' Then the judge excuses him and
says, ''We do not ask you for what they know.
We will call them for that. ' ' The court defines
knowledge as what can be recited by one who was
there when the thing happened. So in the Christian life, there is many a specimen of beautiful
faith without experience ; many an individual
who has a doctrinal faith in God without a living
knowledge of God or personal communion with
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God. But he is not a witness. He may be an
eloquent preacher; he may administer and preside over the organization of the church; he may
be a writer upon Christian themes, thoroughly
convincing jn all his conclusions, but he is no
witness; and God has to have witnesses in order
to fulfil His plan for the evangelization of the
world. These men who speak so fluently and
beautifully must find a personal experience and
get a knowledge of God, the deeper the better;
the more full the better; not merely the witness
of the Spirit, but the fulness of the Spirit. A
witness is one who communicates evidence. He
is not merely one who talks, but one who delivers the evidence and whose communication of
evidence carries with it the force of conclusion.
Many a man can get up in the witness stand and
talk consistently and fluently, and when he goes
down from the stand have had so many embarrassing antecedents that his testimony has no
weight whatever in the case, but turns out to
be an embarrassment to the individual in whose
behalf he testifies. When a man knows God, he
will talk, somewhere, somehow; he will get his
mouth open under some circumstances; but the
longest, strongest, most beautiful testimony that
was ever delivered, to the saving power of our
Lord Jesus Christ is a life of invariable Christian consistency, from the time one puts on
Christ until the time he lays his armor down.
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UNANSWERABLE ARGUMENTS

The words of the text suggest, in their order,
the places where our testimony is to be felt. It
is to begin in the home. ''Ye shall be witnesses
unto me at Jerusalem,'' means, to us, around
home. Here we get closer to human nature than
anywhere else ; and human nature, no matter
how sanctified it may be, has its frailties and
weaknesses.
The Apostle Paul advises in
Ephesians IV that, to maintain the unity of
the Spirit in the bonds of peace, they should
forbear one another in love. Forbear means
to put up with. He tells them how to do it,
in love. We must not ''grin and bear'' the
faults of others, but must for bear, in such a
way that an individual who has faults and weaknesses will be no less free because of our presence and will not be embarrassed in our presence because of their faults. Jerusalem is an.
easy place to break down in your testimony and
a :fine place to seek an influence that will save
souls and glorify God. If any one more than
another is :responsible for the salvation of your
own household, it is yourself. There is no estimating the persistency with which the constantly wielded influence of a Spirit-filled soul
will work conviction into the hearts of them
next to it.
A son may go from a godly hearthstone,
where Christ had a witness, into the cold skep-
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ticism of the world, and listen to arguments
higher than his head; but when they have piled
up objections too shrewd for his logic, he can
point to the living witness at his own hearthstone and there is an unanswerable argument.
I have found it true in communities where I
have made evangelistic efforts, that if there
were a few of these unanswerable arguments,
it was not hard to have a revival; but if we
were unable to :find such witnesses, and were
hampered by poor specimens, the results were
poor. What we want most of all is unanswerable arguments, not in the pulpit, but in men
who have salvation from head to foot and live
it every day, letting their light shine with such
compelling power that others, seeing, shall be
constrained to turn to God.
THE UNDYING TESTIMONY.

Some one says, "I have lived that life, I
have received that promise and by the grace of
God, have been a witness unto Him; yet I have
loved ones unsaved;'' but if you are praying
for your loved ones, and backing your prayers
by a consistent life, enriched with the Spirit's
presence, there is hope of their salvation. Do
not despair, though you die without seeing the
desire of your heart. I heard of a mother who
lived this beautiful life and died, leaving an
unsaved son who grew up to be a hard-hearted
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man of the world. After several years, while
passing out of the hallway one day, he looked
at his mother's portrait on the wall and some
strange power gripped him. He found himself
unable to move a step ; and as he gazed at the
lines of that saintly countenance his heart was
subdued; and, kneeling down before his
mother's picture, he gave his heart to God. He
heard that voice more definitely than he heard
it when she called him in childhood ; he felt
her hand upon his heart as consciously as he
felt it upon his head when as a child he knelt
beside her and said his, "Now I lay me down
to sleep. '' Being dead she still had power ; she
was still presiding in triumph over that home
where she had lived.
We have been in communities where such
saints of God had lived and worshipped and
had gone hence to be gathered to their fathers;
already they were playing on their harps of
gold around the throne; but they helped us
hold our revival; they were at church; their
lives were still being lived; their mighty spirits
marched up and down those aisles and wielded
an influence upon the hearts of the people
which was incalculable ; being dead they continued to speak. Such people live, right on,
for years after their bodies go to the grave.
When you go down to their grave on decoration
day, every blade of grass thereon has a sermon
for you. Every daisy that peeps up from the
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sod seems to praise the Lord, bringing the assurance to you that the blood of Christ can
cleanse from sin, and proclaiming to the unsaved the reality of the religion of Christ.
Some men, good men, clean in their moral habits
and regular in their religion, can be very, very
dead when they die. Oh that every one of us
might have an ambition to live; not three score
years and ten, but on, and on, in those communities where we serve. But let me caution
you, there is only one way to do it; that is by
securing in your soul the fulfilment of this
promise in Acts 1 : 8.
EXALTING JESUS

You may say, I wish all the ministry had
it; I think it will help a man in his preaching.
But it takes more grace to live it than to preach
it. This is not a house plant, intended just
to thrive in pulpits and theological libraries;
it is for practical purposes; it enables you to
honor God in the home ; it is needed by the
man in the shop, on the farm, in the law office.
It renders religion successful in all the callings
of life. It is not just grace to feel good and
power to preach; it is power to meet the lion
in the way ; to resist the tempter in the trials
of life and have victory, and keep our light
shining, in spite of the world, the flesh and the
devil. We cannot do it in our own strength,
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and some people say it cannot be done at all.
It can be done; but there is only one way to do
it, and. that is by the power of the Holy Ghost.
It is a very good thing for the ministry, as
proved, for instance, in the life of Apollos (Acts
18 : 24-28).
A devout man, eloquent, and
mighty, in the Scriptures; but there was a
depth of experience in the grace of God, to
which he had not gone. The presumption is
strong that it was the same power of the Spirit
of which we speak; for Luke, who wrote the
Acts, is about to recite the incident of the
twelve disciples receiving the Holy Ghost under
Paul in that same city, when he tells us that
Aquila and Priscilla, Paul's old associates,
hearing Apollo, discerned that he needed to go
deeper ; and, taking him to their home, taught
him the way of the Lord more perfectly. It is
a sign of grace, I may say in passing, for a
minister of Apollos' parts to sit at the feet of
a plain layman and woman and be taught the
deep things of God. Becoming as a little child
to get into the kingdom, he had continued as
a little child, to stay in. The effect of his deepening is plainly seen, when we compare the results of his service at Ephesus, before, with
that of his service at Corinth afterward; in the
meeting at Ephesus, nothing is said of the audience being drawn to Jesus; they were impressed
with Apollos. We can imagine them as they
went away from the service, saying, ''What a
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great preacher he is'' ; but in the service at
Corinth, though he preached with the same
eloquence, they lost sight of him and saw Jesus.
The longer he preached, the more beautiful
Jesus became; they saw Jesus at Pilate's judg..
ment seat; they saw Him ascending Calvary;
they saw Him rising in clouds of glory, they
saw Jesus at God's right hand ; and the old
Jews said to each other, "I believe our
brethren have made a great mistake; I never
felt so clearly or saw so plainly as today ; we
have killed the Messiah, I am convinced. I will
confess Him, if they turn me out of the synagogue." Thus he mightily convinced the Jews,
and that by the Scriptures, that Jesus was the
Christ. So at Corinth he had power to show
them Jesus ; and when his meeting there had
ended, we might have heard the people saying,
''What a great Saviour we have!'' It is said,
''If I be lifted up I will draw all men unto
me ; '' and how can He better be lifted up than
in the lives and testimonies of His disciples;
how else indeed may He be lifted up Y It is
plain that the promise we find in the text of
this evening represents God's way of qualifying us as representatives of Jesus Christ.
I trust that you will open your heart in
prayer. I shall in due time call on you for
an expression; but I cherish some kind of hope
that if you have not yet received the promise,
you will come into the experience before you are
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called upon by me. It does not require a great
ceremony in order to get this promise fulfilled
in your soul; all you need is to commit yourself
and accept the promise, letting Him have His
way in your life. It is entirely possible for
you to get this while you sit in your seat at
this moment if you open your heart, and abandon yourself to Christ. Oh how much hangs
on this! We cannot afford to be superficial or
diffident in this matter. We are here to do
business for eternity. We are summoned to be
at our best for the great work to which God has
called us.

Ill
THE FAREWELL SOLICITUDE OF
JESUS
BASED ON JOHN

XVII

"Sanctify them through thy truth."
UR Lord was about to finish His ministry in the world. It was the night
before the crucifixion. Hitherto He
had been associated with His disciples. At
most, they had been separated from Him but for
a little while and would return to receive inspiration from His presence. Now they were to
have this privilege no more ; and along with the
loss of this privilege were to come added responsibilities. Their horizon was to be enlarged;
their field was to be widened ; their trials were
to be even greater; and, while previously the
world had learned some ideas of God through
beholding His Son, who was God manifest in
the flesh, hereafter they were to get their ideas
of God from His disciples; and all the spoken
messages which were to come, hereafter, were
to come from the lips of His disciples.
All this rested upon the mind of the Master

O
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when He prayed the prayer recorded in the
17th chapter of John, called His high-priestly
prayer. So He specialized in that prayer, with
this in view. His words portray the emotions
of His great heart; and it is interesting, in the
midst of such contemplations, to go through this
prayer and note the direct petitions that it contains, and then the reflections which He makes
upon those direct petitions. All this seems to be
thought out and breathed forth in the prayer.
Having read the passage, we shall notice some
of its salient features, before entering upon our
main outline of thought.

A

DOUBLE PRESERVATION

In the 15th verse, He prays for them to be
preserved, in a double sense: ''I pray not that
Thou shouldest take them out of the world, but
that Thou shouldest keep them from the evil.''
That is His unique way of praying that they
might not die ; that they might not be killed
or come to an untimely end without having
finished the commission which He had given to
them severally ; and that carries to you and me
its like meaning. As much as to say, I pray
that thou shouldest not take them out of the
world; that no accident might suddenly deprive
them of their lives; that they might be kept from
all evil, temporal and moral. The meaning applies to both forms of evil. So it is a prayer
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that they might be kept from shipwrecks and
tragedies and fatal diseases ; in other words,
that they might be immortal until their work
was done. You have heard the expression,
''Man is immortal till his work is done;'' but
that is subject to qualification. You are immortal till your work is done, provided you put
yourself on God's altar and go about your business, proceeding to do your work ; provided,
moreover, that you pray and live to that end.
Only under those conditions can I have that
kind of faith. But we do have the prayer of
Jesus back of us in this instance as a shield
against any accident or event that might overtake us, provided we are in the path of duty.
It is wonderful what life assurances, what
splendid accident policies, a man can have,
when he is living in the divine order and his
heart is kept in unison with the will of God.
NOT OF THE WORLD

''I have given them Thy word ; RD.d the world
hath hated them, because they are not of the
world, even as I am not of the world.'' Bear
that last remark in mind, because it seemed to
linger with Him as one of the sweet consolations. Twice in the prayer He says they are
not of the world. Evidently this means that
one's citizenship is in Heaven; and it also means
that they were above the vile and doubtful
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things in which this world indulges. If you or
I, as pastors, had a church with a membership
of which we could say this without any exception, we should feel that we had a great church.
You will bear in mind that this is the kind of
people He is praying for. You very well understand the New Testament meaning of "the
world.'' In the ninth verse we learn that He
is not praying for ''the world.'' This is a
strange expression, but will not be so strange if
you take the right view of the prayer; for
though He prays not for the world, the world
is on His heart (v. 21); and He prays admitting that if His prayer for the disciples is answered, the world's chance of salvation will be
much better.
THROUGH THE TRUTH

It is through the Truth that this prayer is to
be answered ; there must be the attitude of the
convinced judgment as well as the surrendered
heart before the heavenly Father can find it
possible to fulfil in us what is intended in the
prayer. If there are reservations and doubts
and well-founded prejudices, even such as may
be entirely consistent with a devout heart, it
would be difficult, it would be impossible, for the
Father to do this work. You will note that it is
purely a divine work, due to be accomplished
when the individual is ready. Jesus asks that
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God shall do it and that He shall do it through
the Truth. I would recommend that we always
seek the truth and make ourselves the slaves of
truth, without attempting to state our preferences as to what the truth should be. Being the
slaves of truth is the only way that we can keep
from being slaves of fear, or of sin, or of circumstances, or of unhappy emotions, or even of
unfortunate dispositions. By becoming the
slaves of truth, we can be made free from everything else; for ''whom the truth makes free is
free indeed.'' So Jesus identifies the truth here
with the releasing cause of the soul's sanctification. When I was able to put myself in line
with this and it became clear and consistent and unmistakable to my judgment, already leaning God-ward as hard as I knew how,
but very careful what I committed myself to,
when I had no longer a mental reservation, but
was satisfied in the depths of my soul that it
was undoubtedly the truth, the question of consecration was incidental. That was already settled. The question of taking God's way was
not to be discussed: that had already been discussed and concluded. I simply arose to
my feet in my room alone and said, "It is the
truth ; '' I seemed to rise in a new atmosphere
and my head seemed to touch some kind of cloud
that brought divine glory into my soul. Somebody says it is by faith; that faith is the releasing cause ; which, of course, is Scriptural;
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but faith, though present, is so axiomatic as a
mental state that you can hardly sense it, when
the truth gets absolute possession of you.
Faith defies all analysis; it is such a simple fact
of consciousness that you can scarcely examine
it in a psychological way at all. Faith is just
taking it. When the truth takes you and you
take what the truth stands for, you take it
without effort. You do not wait until someone
asks you to go through a certain system of
prayers and groanings. It might be well to do
that and to go through whole nights of it, as
Jacob did, if that is the way of getting your
poor old stubborn self in line; but if we can
find a way of making our hearts and minds conformable unto the truth, and dismiss from our
minds every opposition to the will of God,
if there remains no longer a question, and we
fully follow the Lord, the matter resolves itself
into a very simple transaction in which we do
not need the help of priest or preacher; in which
we do not need our friends to gather around
and lay their hands on our heads; but in less
time than it takes to recite the terms, we can
rise and be conscious from head to foot that we
have met God in a way that we have never met
Him before.
FoR

THE

WINNERS

AND THE

WoN

"Neither pray I for these alone, but for them
also which shall believe on me through their
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Word.'' I have two interests in that verse.
One is because of the fact that it includes me
in the Master's prayer. The other is because it
clearly indicates God's plan for the evangelization of the world; that God purposes to
do it through human instrumentality. If the
saving truth is conveyed to the lost nations of
the world, it must be conveyed, not by the voice
of angels, nor by the thunderings of the elements, nor through any of the agencies of
nature; it must be delivered through human
lips and illustrated by human examples. The
Master intended that these should be the convincing forces; that the hearts and lives and
tempers of His disciples should illustrate God's
nature and God's laws unto the children of men
everywhere, and that their testimony should
bear fruit in the faith of other peoples who
would be added to His kingdom.
KNOWLEDGE IS EXPERIENCE

"That the world may know" (v. 23). This is
a step higher; a stronger apprehension than that
in the 21st verse, where He prayed ''that the
world may believe.'' Belief is a stepping stone
to knowledge. It was not enough for men to be
intellectually convinced and added to the program, to increase the membership and swell the
numbers of the Church of Christ. A faith that
does not lead to an experience is not fulfilling
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what it was intended to accomplish. We noticed
on last evening that experience was a synonym
for knowledge; that when the judge said to the
witness on the stand, ''State what you know in
this case,'' he as much as said to the witness,
''Give us your experience ; tell us, in brief, what
you saw or heard or felt.'' Jesus wanted the
world to have in His disciples a convincing
agency, but He did not desire that their conquest of the mind of the masses should be all.
They were not to be satisfied with the bare
achievements of adding adherents to the creeds
of Christianity ; He wanted them added to the
experiences of the New Testament. They have
to believe before they can know.
THE

WORLD'S GREATEST LESSON

Upon this 23rd verse I may add, He wanted
the world to find out by experience that He
loved them, through contact with the disciples.
Oh, you say, is this poor old, heart-broken,
darkened world shut up to this one way of knowing that God loves it? Can't it find that out
from the beautiful flowers that grow? Can it
not learn that from the azure skies and the
twinkling stars? Do not the birds proclaim it
in their songs? Does not all nature herald that
great doctrine of the love of God? It does not.
It is very eloquent in proclaiming many of the
attributes of God, but that one attribute, calculated to break the human heart and turn man to
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God's saving grace-the love of God-that one
attribute is to be brought to the world through
you and me ; and if we have not enough grace
and blessing in our own souls to let the world
find it out, they will die without the information. If you are going forth as the herald of
the cross, convincing the world that God is good,
that He is great, that He is powerful, that
He has a law, that He has a judgment, that
He has a Church, unless there is in you that
grace and blessing and personal experience by
which they shall be convinced also of this one
truth, God loves me, you are not doing your
part. And that is the reason Jesus prayed this
prayer for them ; it was because He knew that
they needed this experience, whatever it is; and
you will note, I am not talking dogmatically as
to what it is. The only thing that I insist that
you shall agree with me upon at present is that
it is, not what it is; I want your company as
far as possible down the road, and I feel that
I have your approval, so far, in stating that it
is. We shall inquire what it is later. It seems
from this and the ensuing verses of the chapter,
that if anything were ever clearly to be inferred
from any passage, it is clear that He is praying
for His disciples to be made perfect in love in
order that they might be successful conductors
of the one great thought on which the salvation
of the world depends and that is that God loves
the world.
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Now in a little more orderly way, I shall invite
you to some expressions in this lesson. We shall
link them together; they are separated in their
rhetoric, but they are closely identified in their
sense. The expressions which we shall link together, you will find in the 17th, 21st and 24th
verses; and if you care to do so, you may underscore these expressions and indicate the
connection between them.
"Sanctify them . . . that they all may be one
. . . that the world may believe . . . that they
may behold my glory." We are going to reverse our order in reflecting upon these
thoughts, and begin with the last contingency.
"BEHOLD MY GLORY"

The time was when we looked upon that expression as perhaps designed to decorate the
passages of the Bible, with no very essential
meaning ; but in studying kindred expressions
through the Scriptures, we discovered a definite
meaning underlying the thought of beholding
the glory of God. Moses prayed, ''I beseech thee,
show me thy glory." The answer to the prayer
came in this way; God took him into a hiding
place in the cleft of the rock, covered him with
His hand, and passed by, permitting Moses to
see Him. He could not stand to see much of
God, but he was permitted to see all of God
that it was possible for him to endure, under
his present condition.
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When Jesus was talking with the sisters of
Lazarus, whose faith seemed to be hesitating at
the grave where their deceased brother was interred, He reminded them of a former conversation, saying, ''Said I not unto thee, that, if
thou wouldst believe, thou shouldst see the glory
of God 7'' Then their faith rallied and took
hold of the promise, and Jesus raised their
brother from the dead. They saw the hand of
God made bare; they saw a manifestation of
divine power which could not possibly have
been duplicated by any of the occult forces of
the world; which could not have been imitated
by any rival that the Lord might have.
In wanting us to behold His glory, evidently
He desires that there should take place under
our labors and ministry and in our places of
worship, manifestations of the divine presence
upon such a scale and in such a form that they
cannot be attributed to hypnotic or preternatural forces, or any of Satan's varied ways of imitating the power of God. Such imitations are
illustrated in the power of the magicians of
Egypt. The work of J annes and J ambres is
being perpetuated today. That is, when we do
a thing, the enemy gets himself up a bunch of
heretics to refute in some way the works of God
working some similar thing through them.
No doubt that we have had some healings in
that grotesque institution which we have over
in Utah, called Mormonism; there is no doubt
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that the movement under Mrs. Eddy in America
has produced some cases of physical healing. It
may be confined to a certain class of physical
maladies, and we have no doubt that many of
the so-called cures of ' ' Christian Science'' are of
troubles that were only imaginary at the outset.
But occasionally they do something which men
of medical science and men of the religious world
are unable to explain. Satan did that in the
time of the magicians of Egypt; and you may
count on this, that if there is any circumstance
by which he can release the power of disease,
and, by so doing, capture a man's gratitude,
destroy his belief in saving truths, and get his
clutches on a human soul, he will do it.
There may be things in our religious meetings
which, though not of Satan, are not of God.
These may be called wonderful, by short sighted
people who cannot see to the botton of the thing;
but God is anxious that we be so closely connected with Him that it will be possible for Him
to bring about things under our ministry which
Satan cannot duplicate, which the rivals of the
Gospel cannot produce, and the supernatural
character of which is undeniable. They never
broke the power of the devil upon a man ; they
never pulled poor old Jerry McAuley out of
the gutter and made a saint out of him, to rise
as a tower of strength and bless his fellow creatures in the world. There are some miracles
that the teachers of false doctrine and the re-
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pudiators of the atoning grace of Jesus Christ
can never work. They can produce phenomena
that are at least preternatural, and we are too
limited sometimes in our power of analysis to
tell the differene between the preternatural and
the supernatural; but God is able to do things
that every man must acknowledge is a manifestation of God's power ; and when once you meet
with such a manifestation of God, you will never
be quite the same person again. It will make
such an impression upon you that you could
go for days on the strength of it ; yon could go
for months on the strength of it ; you could go
for years on it; indeed, I think you could go
three score years and ten on the strength of it.
"Is not faith sufficient?" you ask. Should
I ask to walk by sight T Is not the promise,
''Where two or three are gathered together in
my name there am I in the midst'' sufficient T
That is all true, and we delight in it; but when
God in His great mercy sees fit to manifest Himself in some way that we are bound to recognize as His presence, when we feel a strange
hush come over our spirit, and that heaven
and earth have come in touch with each other,
then that which seemed afar off begins to seem
near. The great facts of revelation assume the
proportions of reality. The prayer of Christ
provides, not for just one divine event in life,
but that we should have, as often as needful,
manifestations of God's glory. If the church
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of Christ will let the prayer of Jesus be answered, and be more increasingly weaned from
the world, setting her heart on the will of God,
He will put her in a place where He can manifest Himself on a larger scale than ever in the
history of the Church; and I cherish the confidence that the Church of Christ is going to do
this, in her best representatives. It appears
that even now we are facing a great divine
event, and I look toward that event with unspeakable joy. We are going to see the glory of
God. We are seeing the horrors of hell. Hell
has been belching forth in all its fury for the
past three years, doing its worst. We believe
if God can find a people through whom He can
work in His Church upon earth, He is going to
answer this movement from hell by a great movement from heaven, and that we are going to
behold the glory of God in a way that will balance these horrors of hell which some of us
hardly dreamed were possible five years ago;
but He will have to get us in shape before He
can do it, and this is His way to get us in shape.
He has but one way, and that is to let the answer
to this prayer take place in our hearts.
FOR A WORLD-WIDE REVIVAL

''That the world may believe'' is one of the
objects of His prayer. We remember He said,
''I pray not for the world, but for them which
thou hast given me.'' That sounds paradoxical;
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for it seems He was praying for the world, but
it was indirectly. He meant that His direct
prayer was for the Church, and He saw that if
He could succeed in praying an effective prayer
for His Church, He could do more than if He
were going out in a direct appeal for the unsaved multitudes. It is in view of this essential
law that our representatives call together a convention for the deepening of spiritual life.
When we become burdened and pray effectively
for the sanctification of the Church, He will accomplish much toward the salvation of the world.
If we can get the Church to put on its beautiful
garment, to arise and adorn itself in the glory
of God, we shall do more for the world than
we could through any eloquent message put
forth on the desert air. The expression "That
the world may believe,'' seems to involve this:
that if the Church gets sanctified through the
truth, the conversion of sinners on a vast scale
will become entirely possible and quite probable.
But I also read another thought which is seriously implied there; that is, if we, as the people of God, do not let the Lord's prayer be
answered in our hearts, the probability of the
world's blessing drops decidedly. It then turns
out that it is not very reasonable to expect the
world to believe on a large scale, unless we
induce this cause which the Master deems the
logical cause. If this is God's way of producing
widespread results in the conversion of souls, it
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would be fanatical for us to expect these results
without seeking the answer to the prayer of
Jesus in our own behalf.
SINGLENESS OF HEART

When our Lord prayed, ''Sanctify them •
that they all may be one,'' He realized that,
if the prayer were answered, there would be
produced in all of His disciples, of all persuasions and nationalities, a singleness of heart, a
unity of sentiment, and an agreement as to their
points of emphasis, which would aid in the
evangelization of the world. Oh, you say, we
are doing that by the federation of the churches;
we are doing that in Karuizawa, when we meet
in our committees. We get closer and closer together, we learn to sympathize with each other
and love each other better. All that is very
good and important, but that will not accomplish
the object. You may thus approach the object, but
not arrive at it. We can only arrive at it in
one way. The Master has laid down that way;
that is, to let Him have His prayer answered
in us, regardless of our denomination or nationality. When He says "that they all may be
one,'' certainly He does not mean to pray that
the Frenchman might become an Irishman or
the Englishman might become a Spaniard. He
does not mean to pray that the Presbyterian
might become a Baptist or the Baptist a Methodist, or that you might lose your denominational
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distinctions and individuality of convictions in
the incidental interpretations of the Gospel. He
is praying for a higher unity than that. He
is praying that they might be one in heart.
People may be one in doctrine and two in heart,
or they may be two in doctrine and one in
heart. Give me the latter every time if I desire
a great force against the kingdom of Satan. The
fact of a man's denomination is a very trifling
matter so far as it affects his usefulness and
standing before God. I do not mean that it does
not matter what a man believes. That position
in itself is heresy; it may lead him to a great
disloyalty to Christ, and violation of the law of
God; but the matter of his denomination is a
small thing. I have known people to say that it
was a great sin in Christendom that so many
denominations existed. I do not undertake to
say that every denomination is providential or
divinely organized, but I do not doubt that the
various Christian denominations in the world
and the different religious organizations have
been permitted of God, and, in a way, approved,
as suiting the conditions of the age in which we
labor, meeting the demands of our temperaments, and providing for our infirmities. I
think it quite a fortunate thing that everybody
does not belong to my church. That may not
be your way of looking at it and therefore I
do not charge you anything for the suggestion.
I am not crying out against the existence of
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the various denominations as though they constituted some great sin in the sight of God.
But the grace mentioned in this prayer will
bring about a unity of heart and revise our scale
of emphasis. Anyone who gets this prayer answered in his heart is likely to get the bottom
knocked out of some things which he cherished.
It is characteristic of a man with not very much
grace to holloa loudest on the things in his creed
which not very many people believe, and talk the
softest on the great fundamentals, upon which
the salvation of the world depends; but when a
man gets a sufficiency of grace, he begins to
emphasize the fundamentals upon which the salvation of the world depends.
In our country we have great plains which
are made into plantations. They do not all belong to one farmer; but when you go through
after the crop has grown, you may think they
all belong to one field. The cross fences are
there ; but when the crops are prosperous, you
lose sight of the cross fences, and seem to see
only one farm. The effect of the answer to this
prayer in the hearts of the believers is no longer
to see cross fences as the main thing about the
farm. You will begin to see that the main
thing about the farm is the crop.
THE FAR REACHING REMEDY

What does the word sanctify mean Y You
have agreed with me already that it means
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something; thus far we have gone together
charmingly. I think, since we have examined
the effects which it was designed to produce in
the hearts of the believers, you will agree with
me that it must mean a great deal. We have all
heard quite a babble of definitions for that term,
but I think those of you who are more familiar
with its original root will agree that it is one
of the most powerful words in one of the most
powerful languages ; and you will find a lexicon of good standing which will bear me out in
the statement that the word sanctify means all
it can. This fact is sustained in the passages of
Holy Scripture where the word is used. I am
trying to say this: Its meaning is only limited
by the object to which you apply it. You apply
it to a garment and it means, the garment must
be physically clean, and devoted to sacred purposes. It cannot mean more, because the garment has no greater capacity. It cannot mean
less, because it always means all it can. You
apply it to Christ Himself, and we understand
it means that He consecrated Himself to the
great work of communicating holiness to the
unholy by His sacrifice on Calvary. It cannot
mean moral cleansing, for He needs no moral
cleansing; but it means all it can. Apply it to
man, and it means that man must be wholly
devoted to God ; that his talent and his time
must be consecrated upon God's altar and his
moral nature must be cleansed; that he must
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have God's Spirit. It cannot mean any less than
that because it can mean that, and it never
means any less than it can. Numbers of people
can be found among the Bible characters, and
many whom we have known in the Christian
Church, whose testimonies command our respect,
who say that with them it means all that is
here stipulated.
He was praying that this might come to His
disciples. How do we know that they needed
it? Oh, you say, "They all needed the new
birth, but it was not possible for them to be
born again until Pentecost ; it was impossible
for them to have a spiritual experience or a
change of heart before.'' I suppose you would
grant that if it had been possible, they would
have had it. They would have had a supernatural experience before Pentecost, inasmuch
as they were the first chosen disciples, getting
instruction from the first year of the Master's
ministry. But let me affirm that it was possible. If Nicodemus would have responded
fully when he came to Jesus, it would have
been possible for him to be born again. This
doctrine of the new birth was presented to him
not only as possible but necessary. We remember another character who was not very highly
favored nor very much respected; that was the
woman at the well. He told her that if she
had asked, He would have given her living
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water, which would be in her, a well of water,
springing up into everlasting life.
It was possible during the ministry of the
Son of God to have very much of a New Testament experience. We call your attention to
the fact that there are in general two dispensations, the old and the new, and that these
overlap each other in the ministry of Christ, for
about three years. His ministry represents a
distinctive dispensation which was transitional
in its character. It partook of the nature of the
old and of the new. In the beginning of His
ministry the old dispensation began to pass
away and the new dispensation began to come
in. Then, the old came to its conclusion and the
new dispensation reached the full height of its
meaning with the coming of the pentecostal
Spirit on the souls of the believers after the
close of our Lord's personal ministry, to which
we may refer as the dispensation of the Son. It
is a little short-sighted to make the statement
that the disciples had no sort of a Christian
experience before the day of pentecost; for the
Master had said, "Now ye are clean through the
Word which I have spoken unto you,'' and
had told them to rejoice that their names were
written in heaven. He was praying for those
whose spiritual status was exactly what the
spiritual status of every one was due to be when
he became a Gospel believer; for He prayed not
for them only (verse 20), but for all future
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believers. Thus is it clear that He put the
spiritual attainment of those immediate disciples
for whose sanctification He prayed, on the same
level as those who were to become believers after
pentecost. Whatever may be said of pre-pentecostal believers, when He prays for post-pentecostal believers, He indicates that a man is
justified before he is sanctified. No one holds
that there was to be a dispensational limitation
in the experiences of believers after pentecost.
You say, I never heard of a real Christian
who was not sanctified. We do not wish to
draw our audience out in an exercise of spinning fine theories, but we are told in the 5th
Chapter of Ephesians that Christ so loved the
Church that He gave Himself for it that He
might sanctify it with the washing of water by
the Word. That looks as if a real Christianity,
minus sanctification, might be possible. There
was such a thing as a Scriptural Church, unsanctified. A Church that Christ loved, and in
which He was greatly interested. There is still
such a Church. Giving Himself, He made a wonderful investment, to accomplish that thing in
His Church ; and certainly He is going to cling
to His Church and urge its attainment of this
grace, seeing He has invested so much in it.
Oh, that His Church might prepare to see His
glory ; that it might respond to this wonderful
investment, and become a glorious Church, not
having spot or wrinkle or any such thing!

IV

PURSUIT AND POSSESSION
BASED ON

I

CORINTHIANS

XII

AND

XIII

"But covet earnestl,y the best gifts: and yet
show 1 unto you a more
way."-1
Cor. 12: 31.

T

HE Epistle to the Corinthians in its signature is addressed to the Church at
Corinth. ''To them that are sanctified
in Christ Jesus, called to be saints ; '' that is, to
them that are provisionally sanctified in Christ,
and called to be sanctified in themselves ; and,
further, he goes on to address it to all that
in every place call upon our Lord. In the flow
of his discussion throughout the Epistle, he
refers to various classes of people at Corinth.
Not that he addresses the letter to all ; he discusses some classes who were holding membership in the Corinthian Church, who did not deserve to hold church membership. At the juncture of our lesson, he takes the question of advancement in the Christian life. The 12th
chapter is a discussion of spiritual gifts; a discussion of those things which equip one to be68
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come better known in the activities of the
Church militant ; to be more conspicuous on this
present stage of action. But when he finishes
this discussion, he turns to another, which to his
audience was very important; for they, being
Greeks, sought perfection in gifts. He turns to
a discussion of grace ; more grace ; a discussion
of the vitals of religion ; of more religion ;
another sort of advancement, that does not pertain to one's spectacular talent. He treats this
as something which, though it may not make
the individual any more conspicuous in this
present world, will make him better known in
the world to come ; and which, even should it
fail to make him more interesting to the church
and to his fellow men, will make him more interesting to God and the angels, and provide
him with a greatness which will be recognized
in the world to come.
These other things are not to be under-estimated in their place. The gifts will afford a
man the facilities to become useful in this present world. But, as he very clearly indicates
in the latter verses of the 12th chapter, the
gifts are not universally available. They have
often been very extensively withdrawn, and I
do not doubt that some of them have been entirely withdrawn from the Church. True, these
signs were to follow them that believed; but
they were not at all times to follow all that
believed. They are not the indispensables ; but
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he proposes, having discussed them, to turn the
attention of his audience to one indispensable
element of progress; and, conceding that they
should ''covet earnestly the best gifts,'' he proposes to show them something better than gifts;
a more excellent way. This is another way of
saying, a more excellent Christian experience,
a deeper work of grace, a definite enlargement
in the vitals of the Christian religion.

A

SURE EVIDENCE OF LIFE

There is something in the heart of one who is
converted to Christ which always aspires upward. It is characteristic of them that have
risen with Christ that they are seekers ; they seek
those things which are above. The analogy of the
child of God and a human or natural child carries quite strikingly at this point. There is a
psychological quality called persistency in the
child, which orders his progress. He is always
pressing onward and upward. He is headed
somewhere in the direction of progress. This
explains a child's propensity to play or raise a
disturbance. If you could totally prohibit this
in a child, there is no calculating what would
happen to him; he would explode, or die. Obedient to that strange law called persistency, the
child is impelled onward. The best authorities
on dealing with children tell us that we should
have fewer dont 's and more do 's in our oode
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for the child. If you want him to quit this,
give him another job; he has got to have a job.
There is little use for you to say when you find
him tugging at the lace curtains, "Quit it,"
unless you give him something else to do.
The Lord's children are that way ; they are
going on. If there is no seer to outline for
them the terms upon which they may make
progress according to the Scriptural order, they
are going to make some kind of progress ; they
are going sideways, if not straight ; they must
go wrong if they do not go right, but they are
going. It would seem that the many tangents
and fanatical movements in the Christian world
are quite natural and logical. If among the
natural leaders of Israel no voice has sounded
out in clear notes, instructing the children of
God upon holiness and the deeper life, showing
them the true road of progress, it is no wonder
that many have turned to the fanatic by the
roadside who claimed to know how they could
get something farther on and better. It may
have been anything but good for them; but they
had that persistency which haq to find its answer. In the absence of the right answer, they
found the wrong answer. With the child of
God, it is onward or die; and, sometimes, when
error prescribes the path of progress, it is onward and die.
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BE SAVED FROM AMBIGUOUS TERMS

How fortunate it is if we, as so many of us
professionally occupy the place of leaders, can
get a clear vision upon the advanced truths of
the Gospel and be able to take care of that
matter for those who are in our flock. The
Apostle Paul is very careful there. He was no
less definite in dealing with the deeper truths,
no less faithful to his flock, than in the initial
truths of the Gospel. Sometimes we find it very
easy to be definite and even radical on the elementary truths of the Gospel, but when we get
into the deeper truths, we begin to talk Greek
or something else our audience cannot understand. Often it is because we ourselves have not
got a clear vision of the truth. Once I was riding a pony from Alexandria to Marksville, La.,
when I was a boy preacher. After I had got a
little way, I came to the home of a Frenchman
who knew a few words of English and asked him
to direct me to Marksville. He proceeded to say,
''You go down this road till you get to the corner, and then you turn,'' and then he began to
indulge in a volley of Acadian French. He
was quite definite in starting me but when it
came to the further instructions, to the more
remote part, his instructions ceased to be intelligible. We, as Christian leaders, should be
able to talk in the vernacular from first to last.
The Apostle Paul, who gives us this wonderful
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lesson, talked in the vernacular all the way
through into the fulness of the blessing of the
Gospel of Christ. I may further emphasize the
fact that before we can give the directions, we
must have acted upon the directions ourselves.
When we seek for the deeper things of God,
we are not merely taking care of ourselves, but
carrying out the theory of the apostle to the
Gentiles, who said to the elders of the Church
at Ephesus, ''Take heed unto yourselves and
unto the flock.'' A man who does not take
Scriptural heed to liis own religious experience
is not fully qualified to take heed unto the flock.
This is our apology for holding conventions for
the deepening of the spiritual life of those who
stand out as leaders and workers in the vanguard of the Lord. No man need be ashamed or
embarrassed to be found in an inquiry room
or at an altar of prayer seeking something
deeper and greater for his own soul because
of the fact that he has a position of prominence
in his Church. It is an honor and a credit to
him to be taking care of his own spiritual condition, because that is the only logical way for
him to look to the better spiritual condition of
those who are under his care. Indeed the New
Testament soul winners did not enter the harvest
till they had full salvation. They tarried.
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WHAT PAUL SHOWED THEM

The Apostle proceeds at once to show them
the more excellent experience. He does not use
a label in this instance, but simply describes the
thing. He does not say, I will name a more
excellent experience for you, but I show it to
you; and it is evident that the 13th chapter of
1st Corinthians represents his effort to carry
out what he proposes to do. The tense and
tone of the passage indicates that he is pointing
out a life upon which they might immediately
begin to enter, by faith. He outlines it in a
word picture, so that anyone may be able to
see the experience to which he is inviting them.
He holds it up before them in such a way as to
invite them to seek it. The object of presenting
this to the disciples at Corinth was that they
might become interested in it and anxious for it.
It is a very fortunate thing if we are able so
to present the deeper experiences of the Gospel
that they will become interesting to the people
whom we wish to help; so attractive that the
people will be induced to thirst, and to say,
''Give me, Oh give me, that life.'' Paul draws
a most successful picture of the more excellent
life. He personifies it, giving it hands and feet
and lips, and tells us how it behaves itself.
Before he does that, he emphasizes its
and magnitude, by contrasts. He says it is
greater than eloquence, greater than knowledge,
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or prophecy or sacrifice. Telling us what it will
do, he says it does not behave itself unseemly,
it suffereth long and is kind, it beareth all things,
believeth all things, hopeth all things, endureth
all things. And when he is through with this
personification, he begins to tell us of its lasting
qualities. Some of the most durable things in
the world have their day and fade away; but
this something which he is presenting to us will
abide to all eternity. John Fletcher, I think, is
author of the suggestion that these beautiful
New Testament pictures of a higher Christian
life are not given for the purpose of teasing the
Lord's disciples. They are not given for the
purpose of interesting us in an impossibility.
They are certainly calculated to produce in our
hearts aspirations, if we are living as consistent
children of God ; but they are not intended to
produce empty aspirations. They represent
something which answers to the aspirations of
the Christian heart. It will not do to say that
all these pictures of possible Christian experience represent essentially the experience which
everyone must have in order to deserve the name
of a child of God.
TAKE

THE

MEAN

BETWEEN THE EXTREMES

We have two classes of extremists. One is the
class who say that these standards held up in
the Scriptures are unfeasible and never intended
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to be realized by the Christian in this life, and
the other class are those who say they are the
only standard by which a man can be recognized
as a Christian at all. The latter class of extremists are cruel in that they would exclude
many whom God does not exclude. Sometimes
men produce the latter theory for the sake of
some prejudice which they hold against the subsequent work of grace, and only adhere to it
when convenient. It would be incorrect for me
to say that any man not measuring up to the
13th of 1 Corinthians was not a Christian, but
was a child of hell. On the other hand, it would
be an evidence of a dull spiritual leader if I
should say that this man cannot come to a better
experience than he has. We sometimes meet
with people who have taken a fancy to a low
standard of Christian living, who seem to think
that it fosters the spirit of humility for them
to hold and profess a low standard. I have seen
a few who actually argued against the feasibility of Bible standards, going so far as to pronounce the ten commandments too high for us.
They said the ten commandments were God's
straight edge which He intended us to stand up
by to see how crooked we were; but that we
could never be that straight. So, some have assumed that such standards of Christian experience as we have found portrayed in the passage
which we have read this evening are God's
agencies to stimulate in us higher aims, but that
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we are not expected to attain. We are not so
apt to fall, they say, when we are aiming high.
Thus they advocate everlasting pursuit without
any possibility of possession.
A Legislator of one of our states comes into
the legislature and says, ''Gentlemen of the
Legislature, I wish to present a bill for the
enactment of a law in this commonwealth. The
following is the proposed law. You will recognize at once that the law is all but superhuman
in its demands, and you will understand, when
I explain that I do not expect the people to
carry out those demands or live up to this law.
I int'3nd, Gentlemen of the Legislature, that this
law shall stimulate our citizens by keeping them
everlastingly aspiring to a higher standard of
citizenship, even though they should always fail
to live up to it.'' We do not doubt they would
put such a man out of the legislature. Men
sometimes take this view of the law of God,
and too often apply the same principle to the
standards of the New Testament, assuming them
to be unfeasible, holding that God does not mean
we should come up to the standards, but that
they are simply there for the purpose of stimulating within us a desire for higher things so
that by our everlasting pursuit, even though
possession is impossible, our characters shall become stronger. If the Lord should lay upon us
demands which are unfeasible, it would be unreasonable. Every demand that God makes im-
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plies a promise of grace to enable us to meet
that demand. He never told a man to do a
thing that the man, by God's grace, could not
do. We conclude that Paul's outline of the
higher Christian experience as given in our lesson, is equivalent to a promise that God will
give us that very thing, and that it represents
his effort to stimulate us in its pursuit. If you
were to convince men that this were unfeasible,
then the pursuit which some people say is so
healthy and happy would be unreasonable. We
could not get a man everlastingly to pursue a
thing which it was impossible for him to find.
If this pursuit contributes anything to a man's
character, there must be some hope of possession.
Otherwise, when he acquires information enough
to see that his pursuit is vain, he will give up his
quest and surrender, and lose that element in
his character which was induced by the exercise
of pursuit.
PREVENTS THE SHIPWRECK OF SOUND IDEALS

A certain young man came running to Jesus
and gave evidence that for a long time he had
been seeking for the secret of eternal life. He
finally found the terms upon which this perfection of grace might be had, counted the cost,
and, deciding that the price was too high, turned
away sorrowfully. All through the past this
pursuit and this hope had sustained him and
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served to make him into a beautiful character,
one whom the Master admired; but the incentive
which had sustained him to that moment was
cast down, when the conditions were considered,
the terms rejected, and the pursuit abandoned.
Not much could be expected after that in the
moral and religious life of the man; for, giving
up his pursuit, he instantly lost the incentive
which had sustained him.
It is a fine thing for you to seek holiness, even
supposing that you would be so impractical in
your views that you spent a long time seeking
without finding. There is something in the exercise of seeking that causes one to be a better
man; not only a better man, but a happier man .
.Any man, from the day that he makes up his
mind to be all that God wants him to be and
find all God has for him, is a safer and happier
man. If there is a Christian here to-night who
would say in his heart, ''From this time forth, by
the grace of God, I shall seek for this deeper experience ; I sign up from this moment in the sight
of God to be a seeker at His mercy seat till I
find His fulness,'' that man would find himself girded from that moment with new strength.
The object which he had set his heart upon
would inspire him ; though his Pentecost be long
deferred, if that man held consistently to his
purpose, he would rise as a tower of strength ;
there would come a new light of joy in his soul.
After the ascension, when the disciples had pur·
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posed to tarry in Jerusalem till the full blessing
came, they returned from Olivet with great joy,
and were continually in the temple, praising and
blessing God (Luke 24 : 52, 53).
It is a great thing to make up the mind to
be all that the Lord wants us to be. It would
be a high day in your life if you would bid
farewell to any sort of compromise, and make a
covenant with your heart that you should have
nothing less than God's best. When you get
this far along it will be a high day for the
work you serve, even though ere you return, you
may not be able to say, ''I am sure that when
I come unto you, I shall come in the fulness of
the blessing of the gospel of Christ.'' But this
is a fulness which, I am glad to tell you, does
not have to be deferred.
POSSESSION SUBLIMER THAN PURSUIT

We have had many a High School debate on
the question, ''Wherein is the greater joy, in
pursuit or possession?'' Sometimes one side
wins, sometimes the other. Indeed on many
questions by which this problem may be illustrated some minds may be in doubt; as, for instance, a question of politics or matrimony. But
my mind has long since been settled in regard
to this subject of perfect love, that while the
pursuit is very interesting and inspiring, and
while it has in it elements of joy from the very
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moment the heart sets itself upon the theme,
pursuit by no means equals possession. ''The
heaven of heavens is love.'' It is the active
principle of Scriptural holiness; and nothing
else that men may ask you to seek, aside from
this, is worthy to be compared with it.
I went down the street of a certain city and
came to a beautiful building with a glass front.
The whole front was a show window. It was
high noon and I had not had much breakfast.
Just inside that plate glass on a nicely covered
table was a roast turkey, a broiled fish, a fine
dish of sauce, a beautiful loaf of bread, and
several other things which would sound good if
I should describe them. Do you know why they
were there? They were there for the purpose
of stirring up in me the appetite that I had,
in order that I might come in and pay the price
and get my dinner. That is very simple ; but
do you suppose there was any door? I never
saw a situation like that where there was not a
door somewhere for me to get in; but it was not
all door. You do not even have to make the
door conspicuous. You can count on a man who
has the .hunger and the price, to :find the door.
He may make two or three mistakes ; he may
get into a shoe shop or an elevator shaft, but
you can count on him, if he is hungry, to recover himself and back up and come again until
he finds the door that leads to the place where
these good things are to be secured. Talk about
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theories of the fulness of the blessing; it is not
the theory but the experience which we desire.
It would be a great mistake if we should exalt
the theory above the experience. The theory is
the door. There is some theory. Everything
has to have a theory, even the making of cake
or pie or the doing of mission work. 'fhere is
some theory that will get results ; and if you
have been tampering with a theory that did not
get results, just back up and get a theory that
does. We should not for a moment set our
heart upon any sort of theory merely for the
sake of that theory, or because some one else held
it, or because we had already said something
and did not want to go back on what we had
said. It is not hard for a wise man to go back
on a thing if he has made a mistake. I have
found that though the fool does not change his
mind, the wise man does. A hungry man may
dive in at the wrong door, but he will not stay
long in a dry goods store or an alley because
of a conceit that refuses to retrace its steps.
What would you think of a man who walked
up to the show window and looked in and after
he looked at the good things for a moment, made
a face at them, showed signs of nausea, and
turned up his nose and walked to the other side
of the street Y I would say that he was sick ;
and, instead of needing a restaurant, he needed
a drug store or a doctor. That is true with us
spiritually, if when there is presented to us these
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feasts for the soul, our souls seem to say within
us, I have no interest in such things; I am afraid
we are sick, and need a healing touch. We
should become alarmed about ourselves if we are
not interested in the blessings which God holds
out for us in His Word.

A

WORD TO TIMID SOULS

I do not know whether all of you would be
interested in a bit of illustrative talk which you
may regard a little light for this occasion ; but
I heard of a gentleman who went to dine with
his friend. They had a sumptuous meal, and he
noticed an old Newfoundland dog, resting at the
door of the dining room, with one corner of one
eye open. Every time a child would drop a
crumb, that dog would get up as deliberately as
a bishop and walk down to the chair and pick
up the crumb with all the formalities of a ceremony; and, smacking his mouth on it with a
great deal of relish, would turn and march back
to the same place in the corner, lie down again,
and shut his eyes, keeping a sly watch on the
table. He said he noticed the dog's seeming
appreciation for small things, and when he was
through with the meal, he gathered a pile of
nice fragments, sufficient to fill one plate heaping full, and took the plate and set it down
right by the old dog's nose. Then the dog raised
up and looked at him and looked at the plate
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of food in a kind of inquisitive way as if to say,
"It is too good to be true," and deliberately
turned around and walked out of the house.
Permit me to exhort you tonight to examine
yourselves; and if you find no response in your
hearts to the promises of God for a deeper life,
for a sanctified life, for a victorious life, for
the very best life that can be found in the New
Testament, go and see if you are not suffering
from some spiritual ailment ; and get the divine
touch upon your soul. You may have come to
feel that though these testimonies sound good,
and though this experience looks exceedingly desirable, it is too much for any poor mortal in
this life to expect. The thing that led you to
that attitude may seem to be a commendable
virtue of humility; but it is in fact due to some
habit of thought from which you should be delivered. God wants you and me at our best.
He wants us at our best not merely for our own
sake, but for the sake of His great name, for
the sake of His Church and of a lost world.

v
SEE YOURSELF FIRST
BASED ON ISAIAH

VI

"Woe is me! for I am undone."

T

HIS vision of Isaiah has its sequel in the
missionary spirit which seems to have
taken hold of the man (8th verse) as a
result of the experience through which he had
just passed in the vision. There is, no doubt,
much unrecorded history connected with this
appointment which Isaiah was about to accept,
and which he probably had the opportunity to
accept many times before, but was not so disposed, because he did not have the spiritual
qualifications which he needed to incline him
toward it. The missionary spirit has many definitions. It may be the motive growing out of
our humanitarian disposition to help uplift our
fellow beings; it may be the impulse, born of the
statesmanship which we possess, to bring the
world up to a state of civilization; or it may be
that wonderful instinct of the heart which is
changed by the grace of God. In this latter
meaning the missionary spirit is an exotic plant
85
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which never springs up in any soul unless it is
planted by the heavenly Father's hand. A man
who has that form of the missionary spirit will
serve on hard scrabble district more complacently than any other type of missionary, and
will be reconciled, when he knows that God has
sent him to his post, whether he sees the chips fly
as he could wish, or not.
HEART LANGUAGE THE SAME IN EVERY AGE

The experiences of the saints of the Old Testament differ somewhat from the experiences of
the saints of the New ; and yet we learn that
through tremendous strides of consecration and
aggressions of faith, some towering characters
among the patriarchs of old partook of experiences strikingly like those experiences of grace
which were to be proclaimed as universally available in the New Testament era. Due to difference in dispensation, there may be some technical differences in the experiences received by
such men as Isaiah and David and Jacob in the
Old Testament, but they strikingly illustrate the
divine work which is provided for all of our
souls under the Gospel dispensation; and it is
with a view to this illustration that we wish to
apply the experience of the Prophet Isaiah to
our own religious lives this morning.
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THE CONTAGIOUS PROPERTIES OF GRACE

God's plan, as you have observed scores of
times, and as your presence in your field of
activity proves, God's plan for the salvation of
the world is to use human instruments. His
children, as we see plainly taught in Matthew
13: 38, are the seed of the Kingdom; and I have
the conviction that there has scarcely been a
man converted in the supernatural New Testament sense, who had not at some previous time
in his life, been touched by some child of God
who had a positive experience of grace in his
own heart. You may say that you have seen
hypocritical men, who were strangers to anything like a work of grace, preaching, even holding great evangelistic meetings, and causing people to become converted; and that among the
number of their professed converts you were
sure you saw some who were genuine. But if
you will trace the history of those converted you
will usually find that their lives had been
tot:.ched at some former time by a person of vital
Christian experience. From this we gather the
importance of having not merely a profession
or an orthodox creed, but a sound and positive
experience of the grace of God in our own
hearts, before we go ourselves to execute that
glorious commission which we have the honor
of receiving.
I will carry that a little further and say, it
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does not now appear, in the average case, that a
man can come into this deeper life of the soul
which we are trying to study in these services
without having at some time come in contact
with an individual who had received the pentecost in his own soul. It is not enough for him
to have clear teaching in the matter; but he
must, figuratively speaking, have laid upon him
the hands of those who have received their pentecost. By having their hands laid upon him,
we do not mean in any formal way, but we
mean to say that the usual divine economy for
multiplying this great movement is to have
God's people come in contact with some one who
has an experience in his own soul to match that
experience which God wishes to impart to them.
There are circumstances where this would be
very hard to accomplish, and the circumstances
would, I am sure, seem to make an exception to
this rule. There are people who have come into
the experience of full salvation without chart
or compass, without human leader, or teacher, or
theory; for the simple reason that the main
thing about it is not a shibboleth or a point in
theology or a matter of theory. Yet the rule
is for God to send someone to us to whom He
has introduced this glorious secret in order that
they might impart to us the secret. You see an
illustration of this frequently in the New Testament. I have in mind especially the instance
in the Acts of the Apostles where Philip had
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held a remarkable revival in Samaria and many
were converted. Shortly afterward two men
who were acquainted with the deeper things of
the Gospel, namely, Peter and John, came down
and presented the fuller truth to these converts
whose lives, through the preaching of Philip,
had been so marvelously revolutionized. These
ripe ministers led them into a deeper experience,
which they referred to as receiving the Holy
Ghost.

A

PIONEER IN BIBLE HOLINESS

But Isaiah lived in a day when there was no
man to send to him in order that he might get
a deeper experience in his soul. He was a
young prophet at the time of this testimony
which he gives ; he was to become a conspicuous
figure in the history of true religion. He was
destined to be called the Messianic prophet, and
to be honored with more realistic visions of
Christ than any prophet of the Old Testament.
He says this marvelous experience came to him
in his young manhood as a prophet ; in the year
that King Uzziah died. It was during the administration of Uzziah that Isaiah began his
ministry, and he was to be a prophet through
the reigns of J otham, Ahaz and Hezekiah. God
had no man to send to this young man to help
him into a deeper experience. In order that he
might fill the great place God had laid out for
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him, it was necessary that he should have a
definite advancement in his religious life; and
I may whisper to you that the same is true of
a large number of you, if I may say it modestly,
and I am sure I am willing to include myself
in any sort of confession at this point. God has
a great work for all of us. It may not have the
magnitude of the work of Isaiah; but before
God can ever expand us to where we shall be
large enough to fill the place that He has for
us in the fields He has mapped out for the
ministry of our lives, He is going to have to give
us a deeper work of grace.
DEEP ANSWERETH UNTO

DEEP

No man has had a consistent and powerful
solicitude for the salvation of the lost among
whom he labored until he first came to an ordeal
in his own religious life which led to a crushing
solicitude for his personal salvation ; until then
he is incapable of it. He can have a statesmanlike solicitude, or a humanitarian solicitude; but
not a prophetic solicitude for the salvation of
the people among whom he labors, unless God
can give him light enough and conviction enough
to crush him down at some time in his religious
biography over his own personal salvation. God
wanted to get Isaiah into the deeper experience
presented in this Scripture, and it appears that
He had no man to send to him. In the case of
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Hezekiah, who also received a marvelous deepening, and got to the place where he served the
Lord with a perfect heart, we can see that his
experience was brought to him through Isaiah,
who was his pastor; but what is to be done with
Isaiah, in order that he may have the experience
God wants him to have, so that he can fill the
place God has mapped out for him in the great
program? There seems to be nothing left but
to take him into a vision and in that vision let
down a section of divine worship in its ideal
form and let him go to that service attended
by ideal worshippers, where there was ideal
music and ideal singing, where the order was
just as the order ought to be, where God held
the place He ought to hold, and where the atmosphere was just what it ought to be. So, under
some strange circumstances that we are not in
a position to explain, Isaiah had a vision. While
it was a vision, everything connected with it was
not fiction by any means ; more especially is the
latter part of it fact. The transaction turns
from :fiction into fact before the vision ends. A
fact takes place in his heart; a fact takes place
in his attitude toward God's call and commission ; a fact takes place that explains his wonderful life, the tremendous victory of his soul,
and the immeasurable usefulness with which he
is credited.
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WHEN TIIE SEER SA w HIMSELF

Let us go with Isaiah for a little while and
attend that service; let us notice the impressions
which he obtained and the manner in which he
received them. The :first impression that comes
to him is the place that God occupies in the
service. He saw the Lord high and lifted up.
In that circumstance of ideal worship God was
greater than the creed, greater than the architecture, greater than the order of worship. He
was greater than the music, or any of the ministering agencies. He saw the Lord "high and
lifted up,'' occupying His proper place.
Then he saw God's followers there. ''His
train filled the temple.'' The character of those
who were there were ''God's train,'' those who
followed Him consistently, consecutively; they
were all there and they filled the temple. He
was impressed with the fulness of the audience
and character of the
Then he saw conspicuously the seraphim, who
seem to be symbolical of those agencies in the
church which apply the Gospel and administer
the saving grace of God. The evangelistic and
missionary agencies which characterize the ideal
communion of worshippers.
Then came the song. He remembered a strain
of its refrain and recites it as he tells the story
of his experience. The refrain seems to be a
kind of index to the subject matter of the song
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rendered by that heavenly choir. It ran like
this: "Holy, holy, holy, is the Lord of hosts;
the whole earth is full of His glory. ''
In connection with the song, he was impressed
with some kind of agitation which conveyed itself to him through the moving of the posts of
the door. Something, I presume, like that which
we have felt in the midst of a spiritual service
where one of the brethren, tremendously concerned about the salvation of the lost, was described as nearly ''praying the roof off the
house.'' The posts of the door were moved at
the voice of him that spoke. Any church that is
normal, any church that measures up to the
heavenly ideal in its solicitude and concern for
the salvation of the lost will be marked by agitations of some kind. Sam Jones once said,
"Where there is no agitation, there is stagnation.''
Isaiah was impressed next with the atmosphere. He said, ''The house was filled with
smoke;'' the fragrant incense which accompanied the worship. When we speak of a spiritual atmosphere in our worship, it is more than a
figure of speech, as some of you who are spiritually discerning can confirm. There are places
where you can read and understand God's
word, and where you can speak it with greater
freedom. Nor is this all due to psychological
conditions ; much is due to the atmosphere, in
which Satan and evil influences may gain or lose
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their liberty. This often determines the extent
to which the grace of God and the Word of God
may have free course. It is observed in the
latter part of Joel's second chapter that under
pentecostal conditions an atmosphere is created,
so that it becomes easy for a man to get converted. It shall come to pass that whosoever
calls upon the name of the Lord shall be saved.
In some places it is easy to get people saved, in
other places it is hard, due to that unanalyzable
something which we call spiritual atmosphere.
The next subject of attention with Isaiah was
himself. You might suppose that a man of sincerity and devotion like this young prophet
would be delighted with such a service, and exultant all the way through; but it was not so
in this case. A healthful atmosphere does not
make some people feel good. If a man has lived
in a land of malaria, down in the swamps, having been born and reared there, and knowing
nothing else, he may carry much malaria and
not know it; and if you ask him if he is well,
he will say, "Quite well"; he means comparatively well or as well as any of his neighbors.
So far as such people are able to imagine
what it means to feel well, they think they
are feeling well. But take a man of that
kind and bring him into the mountains, where
the atmosphere is anti-malarial, and he will feel
like going to bed; he may have a spell of fever
and have to send for the doctor and take a dose
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of calomel. Not that there is anything wrong
with the atmosphere, but there is something
wrong with the man, although he did not know
that there was something wrong with him, as
he compared himself with his neighbors. The
Apostle Paul brings out this thought in Corinthians when he says, ''They, measuring themselves by themselves, and comparing themselves
among themselves, are not wise.''
RESPONDING TO A CONVICTION

And so Isaiah got into this atmosphere; and
though he evidently felt himself in a pretty good
condition with reference to his relationship with
God and his call to be a prophet, he became
very sick in his soul. But we give him credit
for accounting for it with marvelous astuteness.
I am charmed with the candor with which he
met the facts when brought face to face with
the facts. I heard of a man who acted differently. He came to a meeting where the atmosphere was similar to that which Isaiah described,
a tabernacle meeting which I know was all right.
He was a good man, a Christian minister. He
had heard unusual reports about this meeting,
so he attended, to investigate. He sat in a convenient place, feeling that he could trust his
judgment, as he knew he was a Christian and his
heart would respond to anything that was intelligently spiritual. He had been in many ser-
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vices where heart searching was not very deep
and the atmosphere not very fervent and he
had had a high time religiously and called it a
revival; but when he got to his place, the truth
began to search his heart ; the atmosphere was
glorious, and other people were enjoying it; but
this man became very sick in his soul, and
seemed to say, "There is something the matter
with me or there is something the matter with
this meeting. There is nothing the matter with
me ; therefore, there must be something the mat.
ter with this meeting, and I am going to leave
it''; and he left it. But Isaiah comes up under
similar circumstances, and takes the other
branch of the conclusion. He says, "There is
something the matter with me, or there is something the matter with this service. There is nothing the matter with this service ; therefore, there
is something the matter with me. Woe is me ; I
am undone'' ; and in a most striking way, by the
grace of God, he began to discover his trouble.
What was the matter with him Y He puts it in
:figurative terms, saying, ''I am a man of unclean
lips.'' I do not think this means that he
used tobacco. It does not seem that a man of
Isaiah's rating in the service of God would use
tobacco. Nor did it mean that he told unclean
stories. Indeed, you are not to take him literally. It seems evident that he was a man of
magnificent ideals, and that he thought he was
all right; but that this meeting sprung upon
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him a tremendous surprise. Any man who is a
student of manifestations of the mind is bound
to see that the prophet Isaiah entered into a surprise and awoke to a brand new situation. The
sequel of the lesson, and what he received after
his collapse, proves to us that by the figurative
expression, ''a man of unclean lips,'' he means
that he discovered, away down in the innermost
recesses of his soul some dross that needed the
fire of God to burn it out, something contrary
to the nature of God; and that that discovery
overwhelmed him.
IsAIAH 's NEw THEOLOGY

He awakens to the fact not only that inward
depravity, "sin in believers," is experimentally
true, but also that it is theologically true. "All
of my crowd is in the same condition; I dwell
in the midst of a people of unclean lips.'' Theological discoveries are often the concomitants of
experimental discoveries. When God has a
chance to deal with a man's soul on these deeper
lines, it frequently necessitates a revised the/ology. Many sincere men, who purpose to be
logical, have their theological system somewhat
revised through entering into this experience of
full cleansing. When men run across some practical discovery, when they drop their pick into
some gold mine which they had overlooked in
the great provisions of the gospel, there must
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come a theological development to correspond.
Thus promptly, before he left the mourner's
bench, when Isaiah made this discovery about
himself, he made also a discovery with regard
to human nature in general. Just as in his own
soul he needed the refining fire, the refining fire
was needed also for others. Happy is the man
who goes exploring in the wonderful mysteries
of the gospel of grace, and, making discoveries
for himself, makes discoveries for others also ;
and happy is the man who has the candor and
frankness to own it on the spot and act upon
the conviction which God has given him.
WHEN EARTHQUAKES FORM CONTINENTS

Isaiah was not a man content to have in his
heart something that ought not to be. We fear
this is not always the case with Christian people.
Some of us are sometimes quite complacent when
we know that there is something in our heart
that ought not to be there, and that we have
settled down on a plane of consecration and
service that is beneath what we know God wants.
If this be the case with you, you will stay right
there, at best; and, at worst, you may drop to
a lower plane than you intended. The man who
is complacent to find in his heart dross that
ought not to be there, and in his consecration
defects that ought not to remain, and in his devotion imperfections that are utterly unneces-
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sary, the man who will then go on and eat his
dinner and sleep soundly, and sing his songs and
preach his sermons, will never get anywhere in
the way of spiritual progress, to put it mildly.
There is a certain cataclysm of soul or paroxysm
of desire which must precede our full salvation.
Dr. Talmage once said, ''It takes sanctified
recklessness to win souls. ' ' We may also say,
it takes a kind of sanctified recklessness for you
to get into that definite experience of grace
which is held out to believers, in the word of
God. In the various Bible characters this is
illustrated over and over; and I am sorry
for those who are so gradualistic in their philosophy and so essentially wedded to all of the
tenets of evolution that they cannot see that just
as there have been cataclysms in the history of
the world's present formations there must be
cataclysms in the history of the formation of a
great soul in the service of God.

MAN 's

ExTREMITY

Now if you are satisfied, you are as far as
you are going to get in spiritual advancement.
If you see definitely an experience of grace for
you here, and say, "While I would like very
well to have it, I see how I can get along
without it,'' you will be very sure to get along
without it. The only man who ever gets this
cleansing fire in his soul as experienced by
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Isaiah, and others, is the man who comes to a
juncture in his life where he cannot get along
without it; who affirms that he cannot and will
not get along without it. Jacob at Peniel said,
in substance, I will die or have the blessing. I
am here to stay until I get it. I will not leave
this place unless thou bless me. Isaiah said in
substance, I am a ruined man; I am going no
farther; I am undone. He was not only undone
but he was done. That is the extreme feeling
that often comes upon a soul that gets in great
earnest to find the blessing of the fulness of the
gospel. And a soul that is too nice and too
aesthetic to permit himself to fall into this extremity of desire, and force the issues against
his evil self, delivering his carnal nature up for
crucifixion, is too nice and too aesthetic to have
the fulness of the blessing of the Gospel of
Christ. You have got to be undone. Man's
extremity is God's opportunity, and you must
get to where your self-sufficiency is gone. The
word undone in this passage is the opposite of
self-sufficiency. Any man who cherishes in his
conceits one vestige of self-sufficiency may as
well make arrangements to get along without
his pentecost. When this man reached his extremity, God's opportunity came. One of the
Seraphim took a coal of fire with the tongs,
from all the altar, and laid it to his lips and
said, "Lo, this hath touched my lips; and thine
iniquity is taken away, and thy sin is purged."
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We must not understand by this symbol that
the prophet received a mere local application;
he received a constitutional treatment, that
struck at the seat of the trouble. ''Thy sin is
purged'' ; not that some of the branches were
knocked off of a tree of bad habits, but the great
deep of his inner nature was cleansed. Iniquity
means unevenness. It is the up and down life.
We have in some places what we call corduroy
roads; where rough logs are laid across boggy
places; it is pretty rough riding but it prevents
you from sticking in the mud. A Christian life
may be very genuine, and yet it may amply
illustrate the words of the old negroes who used
to sing, "Jordan am a hard road to travel, I
believe.'' The unevenness is taken out of our
spiritual life when our sin is purged.
THE CANDLE OF THE LORD

But why did they tell him that? Do you
understand that a man needs the Spirit to bear
testimony to this deeper work? There is evident proof in the Scriptures that the Spirit will
bear testimony to the work of God's grace and
to all of its stages in the heart. "Why," you
say, ''if God does such a work in the heart,
does it not shine in its own light, and why is
not that sufficient?" You have forgotten the
greatness of the soul. The human soul is one
of the greatest beings in the universe. It is
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deep and intricate and wonderful. It is as deep
as the heavens. The study of the human soul
would be as great as the study of the astronomic
universe, in whose vastness men discover new
constellations as they are able to enlarge their
telescopes with which to see. As in the bosom
of the universe, we find intricate laws and new
mysteries, so in the human soul, made in the
image of God. So great is this mysterious soul
of ours, so intricate its laws, so unapproachable
are its mysteries, that we do not know what is
in us unless God tells us. You can never say,
I have gone through all the ramifications of my
nature and I know there is nothing of this in
me. Only as God takes His search light and
goes through you, do you know what is in you.
David did not think he could take a stroll
through the avenues of his soul's mysteries and
say, ''There is nothing in my heart that ought
not to be there.'' He seemed to feel that the
human soul was so intricate and so unsearchable
that he could not fathom it, and so he prays to
the God who made it, ''Search me and know my
heart and see if there be any wicked way in
me.'' No man shall ever know all the things in
his soul that ought not to be there, nor may he
ever know that all is taken out of him, excepting as God tells him by the convicting illumination or the comforting testimony of the Spirit.
One may know that certain evil is in him because
it asserts itself, and he recognizes its ugly
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visage; but it may be so subtle that he may not
know. My heart may deceive me; therefore, the
only assurance that my heart is conformed to
the will of God and clean through and through
by the blood of Christ is the testimony of God
in my own soul; and if I will put myself in
the place where God can have His way with me,
and be sure that there is nothing I want quite
so much as His perfect will done in me, it will
not take very long for Him to reach me with
His baptism of fire which takes away the dross,
and then to whisper in my heart this wonderful
information which He is always so glad to impart, as He whispered it to one of old, who,
before his translation, had ''this testimony, that
he pleased God.' '

VI
THE GREAT TRANSACTION
BASED ON RoMANS

11: 33-12: 2

"And be ye transformed."
E would designate our study this evening, as St. Paul's altar call to the
brethren. We shall give special attention to Romans 12: 1, 2. Paul was a constructive
theologian, and one of his masterpieces is the
Epistle to the Romans. Those of you who are
familiar with the contents of this wonderful
piece of literature will perhaps recognize in each
instance the relationship of title to contents as
I give a key word to suggest the theme of his
several chapters in succession. The first chapter
we should call Depravity; the second, Impartiality; the third, Lawlessness; the fourth, Justification ; the fifth, Grace ; the sixth, Deliverance; the seventh, Sin; the eighth, .Assurance;
the ninth, Sovereignty; the tenth, Righteousness; the eleventh, Mercy; the twelfth, Perfection; the thirteenth, Subjection; the fourteenth,
Prudence; the :fifteenth, Gentile Hope; the sixteenth, Cooperation.
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Do

In the twelfth chapter, we come to the summit
of his great discussion. The foundation of the
twelfth chapter is in the first two verses. The
balance of the chapter, you will remember, is a
beautiful code of practical ethics, one of the
most attractive deliverances on Christian decorum that is to be found anywhere. It covers
all our relations, including our relation to the
brethren, our relation to the church, to the business world, to strangers, to friends, and to our
enemies. In short, it tells us how to do as
Christians; but the New Testament never fails
to recognize the fact that before a man can do
he must be. More than that, the New Testament
so clearly assumes the fact of our depravity and
of our native delinquency that it teaches before
a man can be, he must become. These two first
verses of his practical chapter on the Christian
life tell us not only how to be but how to become.
A

STANDARD CONSCIOUSLY CHOSEN

He begins his appeal to the brethren by saying, "I beseech you." That seems to safeguard
their free moral agency ; that is, he assumes to
say, I am going to place before you a new
standard of consecration and devotion which it
is your privilege to meet, which you do not have
to meet, but which I beg you. to accept. It is
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a fact that every step we make in our relation
with God involves somewhat of choice on our
part. You did not become a Christian by accident. There are none of you quite so loyal to
the five points of Calvinism that you believe
you became a Christian without your will being
involved in the transaction. It never occurred
to you that God arrested you by some irresistible force and, without your consent, dragged
you into His service. All of you are pleased to
acknowledge that you gave yourselves as volunteers in the army of the Lord. But this truth
carries also into the features of the deeper
Christian experience. When there come to you
definite stages of progress in the divine life, they
are going to require choice and purpose. It
would occur to you from the words of the M88ter
when He said, ''The Kingdom of heaven suffereth violence, and the violent take it by
storm,'' that for a man to become a Christian,
he must not only be willing, but tremendously
determined; and just as that is true in the initial
requirements of the Christian life with which
you are all familiar, it is true with the advances
in grace which are represented by the promises
and pictures we have read and discussed in our
lessons from day to day. You will never accidentally stumble into the grace which is represented in the passage I have chosen for a text
this evening. You will never go to sleep with
a defective consecration and wake up with a
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full consecration the next morning. There is
no chance of your mixing and mingling with the
people that have all the joy and fulness and
peace that comes with complete consecration and
thus absorbing the same yourself. When you
definitely come to this experience, it will be because of your deliberate purpose and choice. It
will amount to a transaction, and you will be
absolutely conscious of the transaction and of
your own determination. This does not mean
that you can will yourself into anything. This
does not mean that you can pull yourself up
to a work of grace. God has to do the pulling,
but He has to have your consent and not just
your passive consent. He will have that too,
but first it requires your active consent.
SUFFERERS AND SAINTS

''I beseech you, brethren, by the mercies of
God.'' God's mercy is one of the strongest attributes on which to base an appeal of this kind,
because if there is anything calculated to stir
a man to the deepest devotion to the Lord, it is
an acquaintance with His mercy. I have been
impressed with His attributes of power, of
greatness, of justice. I may have gained such
impressions from the heaving waters of the
ocean, from the majestic heavens, and from the
beautiful sceneries of nature; but I never felt
so greatly moved by these things to devotion
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and to a deeper consecration as when I came in
contact with an exhibit of His mercy. When
I see a great exhibition of His mercy, I always
want to bow down and worship before Him and
offer Him a better offering than I ever did
before. You will notice that the people who
have had more trials and more occasions to test
the mercy of God average up to a higher
standard of consecration than the others. I do
not know why it should be, and yet it is a fact
of history, that those who mark the highest
standard of devotion are those who, in the providence of life, have had occasion to experience
greater degrees of God's mercy, so that the
greatest sufferers have often been the greatest
saints. It is not because their suffering has
made saints out of them, though the fact that
great sufferers have been great saints has led
some less discerning Christian writers to suppose
that there was some essential connection between suffering and saintliness. There is no
essential cause which explains saintliness excepting the blood of Jesus Christ; but it has been
demonstrated that when a man knows a great
deal about the mercy of God, you have something on which to base an appeal for a higher
standard of consecration.
OUR OWN SPIRIT BEARS WITNESS

''I beseech you, therefore, brethren, by the
mercies of God, that ye present your bodies;"
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that is, your whole being. The body, being the
tenement of the soul, is mentioned for the whole
man. We present the soul along with the body
and as we cleanse the body, God cleanses the
soul. We take hold of ourselves by way of
matter (v. 1); God takes hold of us by way of
mind or spirit (v. 2). The word "present"
means to turn everything over and take your
hands off and call it His. Now that is a transaction which is purely your own. You have the
power to do this as a believer in Christ, in one
definite event; and when you have done it, you
will know it without any supplemental witness.
You will know it by the testimony of your own
consciousness, just the same as if you had turned
a piece of property over to your friend. You
did not have to have any witness to that, excepting the testimony of your own consciousness; and with that there went also a consciousness that the friend assumed the responsibility
of taking care of that property. Your part of
the deal came to an end the day you turned
it over to him and said, This is yours ; I give
it to you. There was a kind of rest that came
to you naturally. Such a rest is felt as a natural
consequence by every man who learns this great
secret of turning himself over as a living sacrifice in consecration to God. It is a kind of
crossing of the Rubicon. You know that you
have turned it over and are content that the
transaction is done. You feel relieved ; your
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struggles have come to an end; your name is
signed to the contract. Some people may take
that for all there is in a higher Christian experience beyond conversion; but that is only a
psychological experience ; and, though it be very
blessed, it is transitional; it furnishes us the
ground to trust God for a supernatural work.
You have the right to expect that upon this
sacrifice there shall come, as came upon the type
of old, the fire of God.
lIEART SERVICE GREATER THAN SKILLED
SERVICE

This text is upon the subject oi consecration,
although the word ''consecrate'' is not mentioned in it at all; but the word "present,"
coupled with the word ''sacrifice,'' furnishes us
a term that is even stronger in its significance
than the word consecrate, and it includes that.
You are called upon to present yourself a sacrifice. The word originated in the Old Testament. The victim was brought to the altar, was
slain and :flayed and laid upon the altar and
the blood ran down. You come to the altar
and place yourself there. You are not slain,
but willing to be slain; you are conformable
unto His death. You are not :flayed, but willing
to be :flayed. You may not bleed, but are willing to bleed for Him who bled for you. Every
drop of your blood is consecrated to God, so
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that if God needs a martyr, He knows where
to find him. You do not court persecution, you
do not seek a martyr's death; but you can claim
a martyr's crown, because he that thus presents
himself to God is made of the stuff of which
martyrs are made. You may never have occasion to die for Him who died for you, but
God wants to know that it is in you to do it.
Someone says, ''I doubt if He knows that of
any man ; I doubt if any man's experience will
strike that deep.'' Someone else says, ''Every
one has his pri.ce"; and another says that it
would be a rare, even an impossible, thing to
find an individual so intimately devoted to God
that before he would stretch forth his hand and
betray his trust, he would be struck dead in his
track. Maybe they are scarce. Let us assume
that there are not many. For the sake of a
little investigation, let us assume that there is
only one ; that somewhere in the world there is
one person who measures up to that sort of a
loyalty; who would die before he would betray
his trust; one whom God could trust anywhere.
We will agree for a few unpleasant moments
that there is none exepting this one, somewhere
in the world. What do you think the Lord
has to say about this one Y The heavenly
Father has the finest sense of appreciation, and
will not fail to maintain a proper estimate of
such a servant. He has no doubt spoken to the
angels about him. Having looked to and fro
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in the earth for men with hearts perfect toward
him, he has that man marked. No matter if
he is educated or ignorant, no matter whether
he is white or brown, no matter whether he is
honored by society or unknown, God has His
eye on that man. I think He has charged even
the forces of nature with regard to him. I
think the Lord participates, in a peculiar way,
in the dispensations of that man's life. The
obscurity of the man would not govern God's
appreciation of him, nor would the limitations
of his talent. An earthly syndicate would appreciate such a man as this, if they had a way
of knowing that his heart was perfect toward
them ; and when their fellow syndicates would
come to visit them they would refer to him with
pride, saying, ''That man would die for us;
we could trust all the millions of this corporation in his hands. And we appreciate him. If
he should die, every wheel of machinery would
stop in this plant and we would all stand in
sorrow by his grave."
It would be a great advantage for us to have
such a wonderful friendship, and to be so estimated at the hand of the heavenly Father.
Indeed it would appear to be such a practical
thing for one to aspire to this standard of devotion to God that no one would call it fanatical.
This is entire consecration.
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THE MORE EXCELLENT CONSECRATION

But someone says, I know every Christian is
thus consecrated. No, they do not say it thoughtfully. Sometimes we open our mouths without
any particular regard to our judgment and say
it. We say every Christian is consecrated, and
that is true ; but there is a degree and kind of
consecration into the depths of which some of
us have not gone, and for which some of us are
not prepared; when we do come to those terms
and commit ourselves to that order of consecration, we are going to get some remarkable
revelations of God in our souls.
The consecration set forth in Romans 12: 1, 2,
is reasonable, but not ordinary. It differs, as to
kind, from the attitude which we call consecration in the first stages of the Christian life;
it differs also as to degree. The earlier kind of
consecration with which the heart is familiar
has no well-defined object, this side of gaining
heaven ; but the kind discussed here is for the
definite purpose of reaching a deeper experience
in the knowledge of God. It is therefore not
likely to be made until the individual feels the
need of this more complete salvation, and is also
made acquainted with the divine provision to
supply that need. How soon that will be after
conversion depends upon the doctrinal circumstances of his conversion, upon the kind of
spiritual leadership he has afterward, and the
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diligence with which he walks in the light and
seeks to fulfil his calling. In the earlier consecration, God cannot always make an unlimited
draft upon us. Unconsciously, we have boundaries, and place limitations upon Him to whom
the consecration is made. It is made with a generally understood view as to what is expected
of us. But this entire consecration is for any
use. We become like the ox on the Grecian
coin, that stood between the plow and the altar ;
ready to suffer or to serve.
The word ''sacrifice'' is synonymous for a
degree of consecration which leaves nothing off
the altar and no price unpaid. It originates in
the types of the Old Testament, and it means
that the object thus committed to the Lord may
be slain. It means, indeed, that we become
ready to die for Him that died for us. A sacrifice is that extent of consecration which makes
us ready for the worst. A man ready for the
worst will be pleasantly disappointed if he gets
something less than the worst. If your consecration is such that you could have your
physical head cut off for Christ, you will feel
that you are quite fortunate if you only have
your political or social or ecclesiastical head cut
off. If you are so consecrated to Christ that
you are willing to be beaten with a cat-o-nine
tails for His sake, you will feel that you have
gotten off pretty light if you receive nothing
but a tongue lashing.
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A man thus consecrated to Christ does not
spend much time in complaining about the sufferings and trials that come to him in the world.
When a man lives on the mountain top of
full consecration, he does not feel like going
about and saying, "See what a hard time I am
having; the church discounts me, and the community looks down on me; just see what a sufferer I am.'' He does not pity himself or feel
himself in need of sympathy.
The Apostle Paul suffered more than any of
us; but he rejoiced always, even when in the
shadow of Nero's block. One time, for a special
purpose, he recited some of his trials : Once was
I stoned, thrice was I beaten with rods, five
times received I forty stripes save one. Then
he tells some of his experiences on the deep and
among wild beasts and among false brethren.
Somebody says, ''Paul, you have had a hard
time; your afflictions have been very heavy.''
Indeed he was somewhat marred in his body
on this account, but you could not get him to
pity himself. With the brightness of joy in his
countenance, he answers, ''Our light affliction,
which is but for a moment, worketh for us a
far more exceeding and eternal weight of
glory.'' The land where he lived, the land of
entire consecration, to which he invites you and
me in the appeal of this text, was not a land of
murmuring and complaining. It was a moun-
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tain top where the sun shines even when earthly
clouds hang low.
"I can see far down the mountain,
Where I wandered weary years,
Often hindered in my journey,
By the ghosts of doubts and fears;
Broken vows and disappointments
Thickly sprinkled all the way,
But the Spirit led, unerring,
To the land I hold to-day.
''Oh, the Cross has wondrous glory!
Oft I've proved this to be true ;
When I'm in the way so narrow
I can see a pathway through;
And how sweetly Jesus whispers;
Take the Cross, thou needst not fear,
For I 've tried this way before thee,
And the glory lingers near."
Your bodies are to be presented holy; that is,
so far as you are able to make yourself holy.
Dedicated, as clean as you can make them. You
must do your part so far as you know. One
great teacher of this subject in the eighteenth
century remarked that if we retrench the superfluities of the flesh, it would prepare the way
for God to retrench the superfluities of the soul,
which He would do accordingly.
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OUR PART MAY BE UNDERSTOOD

''This is your reasonable service.'' Paul was
a reasoner. He learned his logic from Aristotle,
and it is a remarkable fact that while Aristotle's logic has been amplified by modern expressions and illustrations, it has never been essentially improved upon. Paul did not drop this
word reasonable in for a punctuation ; he
dropped it in for the purpose of impressing the
readers that so far in the transaction, it was
subject to human analysis. It would be approved as a good transaction by any capable
business man who took the pains to look seriously
in.to its terms. But when you have gone that
far, you have gone so far as human hands can
handle
situation. You English grammarians
know the meaning of voice as a quality in grammar. You will observe the active voice in the
first verse of our chapter and the passive voice
in the second. In the first he says, ' 'I beseech
you, therefore, brethren., that ye present your
bodies a living sacrifice, holy, acceptable unto
God ; ' ' the act is yours. And then in the next
verse, where the passive voice occurs, he says,
"Be not conformed to this world: but be ye
transformed by the renewing of your mind, that
ye may prove what is that good, and acceptable,
and perfect, will of God.'' You are to be passive and in other hands now; another power
takes hold of you. He represents the brethren
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to whom he is speaking as standing in a state of
nonconformity to the world. He advises them
that they must be on the move, and implies that
they will be on the move in one direction or
the other. It is a striking fact that in spiritual
affairs there is no standing still. A man in
grace is like a man on a bicycle ; if he stops, he
falls. You are going, everlastingly going, somewhere, when it comes to spiritual things. He
represents the believer as standing in a state of
nonconformity to the world, and in a position
to do one of two things : to be conformed to the
world, or to be transformed by a certain kind
of renewing which is available through entire
consecration ; which, in other words, becomes a
fact when without reserve we abandon ourselves
in God's hands and become passive, as clay in
the hands of the potter.
"PROVE

ME,

8..UTH THE LORD"

When this, our part, is done, we have got past
the reasoning and have come to the part of the
transaction which defies analysis. Just here we
may observe why many people stop a little too
soon, and never enter the fulness. It is because
they are not willing to go on in the thing beyond where they can feel their way by the
functions of argument or logic. They finish
their part excepting that they do not guard the
offering till the fire falls (see Genesis 15: 6-17).
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There are three ways of proving things. You
can prove them by witnesses; but the proof by
:witnesses is seldom conclusive. The matter thus
set before us may be convincing, and it may
lend a great deal of conviction to our hearts
as we hear a good man who is sensible and consistent, tell what God has done for him. But
at best the proof is incomplete, for it remains
that any witness may misinterpret his own experience ; and though the testimony be beautiful
and consistent, one who is cautious about committing himself may feel that the last word has
not yet been said, in the matter of proof.
The second way of proof is by the authorities.
What I mean by that is the standard text books
of interpretation, or those teachers who have
made the subject a life study. We go to the
standards of our Church, to our creeds, or our
best writers and preachers, and say, I want the
truth with regard to this matter under consideration. You have specialized in theology and
Scripture interpretation, and I want you to
make me sure of my ground. You may thus
get a great deal of help; but there is one trouble
about proving a thing by the authorities; that
is, the authorities are so fallible that they sometimes conflict with each other. They are so subject to the temperature around them and to the
effect of their own sentiments and the color of
their own experience that you may find yourself
bewildered by the element of personal equation
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when you come to compare the statements of the
several authorities. Yet they are very helpful.
It is the Scriptural way, that we should permit
ourselves to be taught; God has ordained some
pastors and teachers, and given them the gift.
If He has called and qualified some to teach, He
must have called some to be taught. So there
is nothing wrong in submitting yourself to
human teachers. But in the deeper themes of
full salvation, we have to be very discriminate
in choosing who that teacher shall be, and then
allow for his peculiarities and equations. The
evidence on a subject like this will always remain a little incomplete if we are forced to rely
exclusively on "the authorities" for proof.
The third way of proving the thing is quite
different from any other. Most of you have
heard what is the proof of the pudding. You
all know that the proof of the pudding is not
the complexion of the cook, nor the temperature
of the oven, nor is it the formula found in the
cook book. It is the experimental proof; the
proof that comes by placing ourselves in touch
with the subje.ct and finding in our own selves
an answer to the index. This kind of proof is
not possible in all questions, but it is, in the
subject before us. The challenge of the Apostle
Paul is simply this. I have laid down the terms
of consecration, and entreated you to meet them.
When you have met them another power will
take hold of you and you will be borne on to
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an evidence; you will ''prove what is that good,
and acceptable and perfect will of God.''
THE CHALLENGE

Suppose I should proceed to preach to you
upon the laws of electricity, and you were from
a country where it has never been applied. You
are incapable of understanding all the possibilities which I elaborate upon. I tell you it will
shock a man or send a thrill through him if he
will place himself in contact with it. You say,
''That seems very plausible, but it might be a
fellow's imagination.'' I show you a book on
electricity, and you say, It is true that we are
taught so in the book, but there must be some
misunderstanding. But, having a plate of brass
on the floor, connected with a battery, I invite
you to stand on it. That is a very simple
process of proof. All you have to do is to stand
on the plate and see if the teaching is true or
not. You thus verify the other forms of proof.
When we present to you this full salvation
through the blood of Jesus Christ and the fire
of the Holy Spirit, one of the most provable of
all contentions, even by both the two former
methods, we have a right to challenge you to
stand upon the plate; to get upon the altar of
entire consecration as laid down in this passage
and stay there. It is a good proposition, an intelligent transaction. If you make it with a view
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to being conformed to His image and proving
His will, He will meet you on these terms, and
you shall know a fact that cannot be reduced
to words. Those who will not accept this challenge cannot consistently object that the message
is incorrect.
I have often wondered why more have not.
It pays, it pays such great dividends. I suppose with some it is because they have a great
deal of personal charm and talent, and some
might have to sacrifice prospects of promotion.
To some of us this complete consecration might
seem like losing our individuality and forfeiting
the right to control our own affairs; but when
you make the transaction and look down on your
little pile, it is a pretty shabby looking prospect. I do not enjoy hearing a man tell of
what he has given up, as if his inheritance
among them that are sanctified by faith had
forced him to descend to a lower position. I
have a spiritual biography which makes me perhaps peculiarly averse to such talk. You may
depend on it that you will get all the friends
you need; you will get all the wealth you need;
you will get all the position you need. It is
entirely possible that the Lord may not agree
with worldly arbiters as to what you need, but
you will prefer His will. Your ability to make
this consecration is not determined by the astuteness of your intellect and it will not depend on
the breadth of your education or the perfection
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loyalty of your heart.
GUARD THE OFFERING AND PRAY

You get on the altar to remain forever. God
knows if you are putting yourself up there for
an experiment ; He knows when it is only a
make believe proposition, for He sees down into
your heart. Some events of entire consecration
have had their genuineness tested by threatening
shadows, such as Abraham's experience in the
15th of Genesis would illustrate when he drove
away the threatening vultures that sought to
devour the sacrifice, and waited, even into the
hour of darkness, for the fire of God to descend
upon his offering. But two things, though they
be unexpressed, must be understood, when we
heed Paul's exhortation; the sincerity of the
worshipper may be subjected to a test, and the
answer of transforming power must be preceded by prayer. Through prayer is God's way
of fulfilling His promises. These two points
conceded, and the sacrifice will go upon the
altar in good faith, a living sacrifice ; and when
this is done God will take it; and when He
does, let me tell you, my brother, we have not
words in our vocabulary to explain what will
happen. ''Eye hath not seen, nor ear heard,
neither hath entered into the heart of man, the
things which God hath prepared for them that
love Him.''

VII
THE VICARIOUS TRAGEDY
BASED ON JOHN

3: 16

"For God so 'loved the world, that he gave
his only begotten Son, that whosoever believeth
in him should not perish, but have everlasting
life."

"T

HE world'' which God so loved is the
entire human race ; and the gift of His
Son in the capacity here described,
implies that in the estimation of God, the world
was in a seriously bad fix. This was a fact then ;
and, to the discerning observer, it continues to
be a fact, which should be faced candidly. We
should not let any kind of fallacy soften our
estimate of the gravity of sin; the reality of
the fall of man and the seriousness of his condition. Christ was speaking to Nicodemus, a
representative of the Jews, who had not seen
a program much more than large enough to include the Province of Palestine. But in this
interview, at the close of the first year of His
ministry, the Master contemplates a program
that goes far beyond the boundaries of PalesIH
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tine ; that stops nowhere short of every human
being. God had in mind all the nations of the
world when He gave His only begotten Son to
make atonement for the sins of men.

A

LIFE LAID DOWN

The early Church received from Christ, and
we receive from the early Church, a cue of exclusiveness which semetimes in our sectarianism
we have carried to improper extremes, and into
which we may have introduced too many elements; but certainly there are some elements
of exclusiveness in the assumptions of the gospel,
on which we cannot be broad, as the world defines that term, without self destruction. Christianity never accepted the place offered it in the
Pantheon by the broad minded Cresars; it could
not compromise with other gods. It held to the
exclusive principle that there is no other name
under heaven given among men whereby we
must be saved, but Jesus Christ. It is also exclusive in its statement of God's method for
evangelizing the world; that is, that He does not
propose to evangelize the world through the
ministry of angels or through the agency of
natural forces, but through the instrumentality
of man. Christianity in its best expression
understands this to be true, and it is not waiting
for something to turn up among the economic
or political forces to solve the problem of world
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evangelization, nor is it waiting for some decree
to come from the Almighty, through which, by
fiat, the human race shall come to a knowledge
of salvation. On this point it is exclusive. The
Christianity which survived the trials of the
early centuries, and the Christianity which is
destined to exist when all other kinds of Christianity have become numbered with the curio
of history, is the Christianity which holds to the
necessity of the suffering and death and resurrection of Jesus Christ, in God's economy for
the salvation of man ; which does not for a moment assume, in view of this economy, that
there could have been any other way for making
possible the salvation of a human being. The
Scriptures are very definite upon that fact. For
instance, in Acts 17 : 3 the Apostle Paul says
that ''Christ must needs have suffered, and risen
from the dead'' to make possible this program
of evangelism; and in Hebrews 9: 16 it is said,
''Where a testament is, there must also of necessity be the death of the testator.'' The Gospels are replete in their reference to the absolute necessity of the suffering and death and
resurrection of Christ. We may understand this
thought to have been in the Master's mind when
He made the remark to Nicodemus that, ''God
so loved the world that He gave His only begotten Son that whosoever believeth in Him
should not perish, but have everlasting life.''
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RIGHT IS RIGHT FOREVER

There is implied in this passage the fact of
judgment, of penalty for sin. The sad alternative is that if men do not receive the benefit
of salvation voluntarily, through our Lord Jesus
Christ, they are destined not to get into
heaven; they are destined to come to some bad
end as a consequence of broken law; they are
destined to perish, whatever that means; to be
lost, whatever that means ; to be turned into hell,
whatever that means. In its principle, law has
no beginning. Older than ancient mountains
or tables of stone, it resides in the nature of
God. Upon its framework the whole universe
is builded. If an angel in the midst of heaven's
glory should stand upon an order of God,
if, when God said to him, Do this, the angel
would say, I will not do it, he would find himself in collision with immutable law. Of course
we cannot conceive of such a thing taking place.
It is the universal assumption that the day of
probation has ended with the angels. But if
we could imagine such a thing, we must realize
that the angel would bring infinite calamity
upon himself.
Law cannot be law without penalty. A law
without a penalty is only a piece of advice or
suggestion. It deserves to be called law in
proportion as the penalty for its transgression is sure. But a penalty must be com-
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mensurate only with the seriousness of the
offense; no more, no less. If the government of a nation should enact a law providing that anyone who killed a magistrate of that
nation should be fined five dollars, you would
regard it as absurd. If they should enact a law
providing that any who broke open sealed letters
in custody of the government should have their
necks broken, we should consider it an outrage.
But I wish to call your attention to the fact
that there is no trifling violation of divine law.
Offenses against God are never small ; for in
every such offense there is a principle which
would dethrone the Almighty and undo His
government. Sin is to be estimated in the light
of its highest possible development, not in the
light of its mere elementary expression. You
are not to soften your estimate of sin in proportion with its simplicity, its seeming respectability, or its apparent convenience; but you are
to judge it by the virus which is in the very
nature of sin itself; those strange, weird laws
which make for its immeasurable possibilities.
These laws inhere in sin wherever you find it.
ADAM'S IMITATORS

That was a small offense which Adam committed in the garden of Eden, as told in Genesis. The transaction seems to be very simple,
but you are not to estimate the gravity of his
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sin by the single transaction as given us in the
record. Adam was not in a position to realize
fully how serious was his offense against God.
If he could read the morning papers now, and
go about and view some of the scenes of
tion and suffering, and the terrible orgies of
death, he would realize in a greater measure
what a serious transaction that was on his part
when he took it upon himself to sin against
God. Let us illustrate. Here is a man standing
by the railroad track some miles from the city.
It is eleven o'clock in the evening. The moon
is shining. He looks at his watch and estimates
that within ten minutes the great through train
with a load of excursionists will be passing that
way, and he resolves to wreck the train. Going
down to the spur, he takes out a key, throws
open the switch, and stands back to see what
will happen. The train comes through at forty
miles an hour and leaps out on the side track;
the coaches pile, one on top of another, flames
shoot up from the wreckage, and the cry of a
perishing multitude is heard. Fortunately
there was a circumstance by which this man was
apprehended on the spot, and carried to the
station where the people were waiting to meet
their friends who were coming on the train.
The people felt that capital punishment was too
good for the man who, cruelly and in cold blood,
had taken in his hands the lives of their loved
ones. But let us suppose that when this man
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stood back among the trees to see the tragedy,
just as the train approached, a good man who
had been standing under the shadow of a tree
on the other side and had seen the switch opened,
had rushed in and turned it back, and the train
has passed in safety, the passengers unconscious
of their danger. In that case the one who
opened the switch would not have been such a
wicked man, in the eyes of human justice; he
would not have been condemned so seriously;
but in the eyes of divine justice, he would be
the same sinful monster in either case. It was
not to his credit that the good man closed the
switch and prevented the tragedy; it therefore
subtracted nothing from his guilt.
Some man may say, Yes, I commit sins that
look as large as Adam's sin; but I do not stand
at the head of a great race ; there are circumstances connected with me and limitations in
me that prevent my sin producing such a terrible influence. But you are not to be credited
for your altered environment; you are to be
judged in the light of the highest possible development of your sin. If you are to be judged
according to the gravity of your guilt, how
great is that judgment to be. It cannot be
measured. I may say advisedly that sin is infinite in its possibilities. If the race could go on
multiplying forever, and there were no redeeming mercy or reclaiming agencies, sin would
prove to be infinite in its possibilities. I think,
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therefore, we are reasonable in concludi.ng that
the guilt of sin is infinite. Sometimes in opposing the doctrine of the future doom of the lost,
a critic will say, ''How could a finite being
be infinitely cast off or punished?" But it looks
as though a finite being might be infinitely
guilty ; it therefore follows that an extenuation
of hell must be sought elsewhere than at the bar
of justice. Your guilt is not measured by your
stature or the magnitude of your intellect.
While you and I are fallible, there are some
things which we infallibly know. Among those
things, we know, at least in a few instances, what
is right and what is wrong. We know it so well,
notwithstanding our imperfections and frailties,
that it would be impossible for an angel in
heaven to know it better; and we can commit
sin, we can commit great sin. Great sins are
not to be recognized according to their enormity,
and great sinners are not to be estimated according to their stature; that was the schoolboy's
idea of greatness, when he said,
''How big was Alexander, Pa, that people
call him great ; was he like old Goliath tall, his
spear a hundred weight?''
But the father gave him to understand that
stature was not the measure of greatness, when
he replied, ''Not so, my son, about as large as I
or Uncle James." It was not the stature of the
man, nor the weight of his sword, that made
him great; it was the number of men he killed.
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You can be just as great a sinner in the sight
of God and be five feet high, as you could if you
were five miles high. You .can be as great a
sinner and quite as guilty before the divine judgment with a weak arm, not strong enough to
unhinge the front door of a church, as you could
be if you were strong enough to endanger the
walls of the new Jerusalem. If you were as
large as the American continent, and tall
enough to step over seas, from one continent to
another; if you were so great that you could
move with head among the stars and reach up
and pluck them out of the skies; so terrible that
angels would feel it necessary to get out of your
way ; if you were large enough to be a veritable
rival to the Almighty on His throne, you would
not be more guilty than you are at five feet
high. You might be much more dangerous ; but
your guilt is not measured by the amount of
harm you are capable of doing. Despite your
relative helplessness, your sin is as serious
before the bar of divine justice as if you were
a prodigy of strength and greatness ; as serious
as was Adam's sin in Eden after God had said,
''In the day thou eatest thereof thou shalt surely
,,
di e.
WHAT WONDROUS LoVE

The verdict was in advance. When Adam
sinned, Justice already stood with her sword sus-
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pended, ready to cut him off; but God stayed
the hand of Justice and said, ' 'Wait, I love
him;" then Justice said, "Though God's love
is great, He cannot lie; and God has said that
the sinner must surely die.'' But God said,
''Wait; when I planned in the councils of
heaven to make him, I loved him; when I formed
the earth for his habitation and divided the
waters and the land, I loved him ; when I
planted the Garden eastward in Eden, I loved
him; when I walked with him and communed
with him in the cool of the day, I loved him."
In the midst of that tragic situation, the great
God devised a scheme so profound that the
angels have looked into it with admiration; so
wonderful that no human mind has ever yet
analyzed the depths of its wisdom. That scheme
was the atonement in Jesus Christ. The finite
mind can only apprehend a few manifest facts
connected with the plan of redemption ; but
these are sufficient for us to enjoy its benefits
ourselves and publish the same to others. It
was when God contemplated this situation that
he made provision for the marveloµs sacrifice
described in John 3: 16.
Not only has the merit of that atonement
cleared the way, under the government analogy,
for man's return to God; but with this provision
for his justification, his recovery to the divine
favor, it provides automatically for his adoption
and regeneration ; it provides under further
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conditions, for his entire sanctification and for
his ultimate redemption, faultless, before the
throne; it provides potentially for every need
that falls upon his being; for "He that spared
not his own Son, but delivered him up for us
.ALL, how shall he not with him also freely give
us ALL things. ''

Two p ARTIES

TO THE TRANSACTION

"If," says one, "the atonement in

Christ was
made for the world, we shall all be saved; if
God gave His Son to make possible the
tion of every man, and if He died for all men,
as plainly stated in the Scriptures, all men shall
be saved.'' But that does not follow at all;
salvation in Christ is conditional; and yon will
permit me to exhort you to guard jealously, and
study with devout concern, the conditions of
salvation. The words "whosoever believeth"
imply that every man who is saved must have
chosen Christ, must have chosen salvation in
Christ, and all that goes with it in the way of
obedience and repentance. Let me illustrate
this with an improvised picture. There lived a
man in the eastern part of America who was
well known throughout his state. He raised a
group of splendid children, who were instructed
in his own splendid ideals. But among the
number he had one son who was the black sheep
of the flock. This boy repudiated the instruc-
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tions of his father, and went away from home,
into the far west, connecting himself with a community of anarchists in the Rocky Mountains
and engaged in robbery and murder. Finally,
the authorities of California got hold of him;
and, though through a technicality he escaped
the gallows, he was sentenced to the penitentiary
to work at hard labor, for life. Such was his
reputation that the warden required him to wear
a ball and chain. From here he wrote his first
letter home. It was tear-stained. He told his
father about the grim prison walls, the scantiness of his food, and the hopelessness of hi:; condition. When the father received that letter,
he said, ''At last our son's proud spirit is
broken and he is humbled; I thank God that I
have hope for him yet.'' The father went to the
Supreme Justice and other officials of his state,
obtained the finest recommendations possible,
and took the fastest train for California, making his appeal in person to the governor of that
State. He was received with great courtesy, and
allowed to present his plea for the pardon of his
eon, which he based upon the standing and condition of his family. After the plea was over,
the governor said, "I cannot grant the pardon;
your son was a great offender against the State,
barely escaping capital punishment. Being
under oath to defend the laws of this commonwealth and uphold its courts, I cannot take it
upon myself to grant him pardon.'' But the
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father was a resourceful man, and with great
eloquence, enriched with a broken heart, he continued his plea, putting himself in the governor's place and the governor in his place, till
finally the governor's judgment was convinced
and his heart moved. He took from his desk
two documents and inscribed and signed them,
and handed them to the father, saying, ''Go and
have your son read both of these, and sign
them formally in the presence of witnesses, and
he shall be free." The father was received with
courtesy at the prison by the warden. Going
into the cell where his son was kept, they sat
down and rejoiced together in tears, that all the
provisions for his release had been made. The
son read and signed the first document, which
was a bill of pardon, formally indicted by the
governor of the State, to be received by the son
through merely adding his signature. It was a
very simple transaction. It is a simple transaction to get your sins forgiven, when you present yourself to God. The full provision is
already made, the pardon only waits your voluntary acceptance, through simple faith. But
there was another document for the son to read
and sign before he could have his pardon. It
was an oath of allegiance to the federal government and to the laws of California. As he
read this, his face became agitated and an angry
look :flashed in his eye. He began to reflect
aloud on the unfairness of one man or a group
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of men putting up standards for other men, and
to rant upon the doctrines of anarchism. At
last, falling into a fury, he gathered up the two
documents, tore them to pieces, and, clanking
his chains, went back into the rear of his cell
and sat there in the darkness, glaring like a mad
dog. His father went away from the prison with
a sad heart. Do you suppose he went back to
the governor and said, ''You made the conditions too hard; if you would make my son's
pardon unconditional, we could save him; but as
long as you attach a condition to his pardon, it
will be impossible for us to take him out of
prison. He did nothing of the kind. He went
to the station and took a train for home. He
went home with a broken heart, but he went
approving every judgment of the courts of California, affirming that his son was exactly where
he ought to be.
CONSISTENT TEARS

Somebody says, "When I come to the Judgment, and the wicked are placed upon the left
and the righteous upon the right, and the righteous are received into the everlasting Kingdom
and the wicked banished from the presence of
God, if I have loved ones lost, my heart shall be
broken, it will be impossible to reconcile me;
it will be difficult for them to make me happy
in heaven.'' That seems true from our view·
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point, not weighing the fact that this loved one
has refused to accept the laws of the Kingdom
in repentance and faith, has refused to follow
Christ, and has taken it upon himself to reject
salvation, except as God should be willing to
give him salvation in kis sins. But you are
going to see the justice of the judgment of God
as clearly as this father saw the justice of the
law when he left his son in the state prison.
It will be natural for you to have sorrow, as this
father did. There is only one thing that can
keep you from being sad in that day, and that
will be a miracle of God ; but that will take
place. It is implied that the multitude of the
redeemed shall come weeping to the gates, when
it is said that God shall wipe away all tears
from their eyes. Just here many a person has
been drawn into a false belief which makes no
provision for the wisdom that safeguards the
law of God, which makes no provision for the
divine sovereignty and the integrity of heaven.
They have turned to some kind of sentimental
doctrine of second probation or new theology in
order to comfort their souls with a delusion
that their loved ones will somehow be saved,
without meeting the conditions of repentance
and subscribing to the laws of the kingdom of
heaven. But there is no use to console one's
self with a positive error. We cannot modify
stern facts by becoming exercised over fond
opinions. ''But,'' one says, ''I cannot bear to
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see them lost; if I should see them lo,t, my heart
would be wrung and I should weep with bitter
weepings.'' You are bearing it now, often with
most inadequate concern, and we must remind
you that the soul of your loved one is as truly
lost as it will be a million years from now. He
may not be as miserably lost, he may not be as
consciously lost, he may not be as hopelessly
lost, as he will be a million years from now; but
he is as really lost, and must continue to be lost,
until he is saved through the atonement of Jesus
Christ. Are you worrying about it now? It
will do you no good when you come to that great
day of separation between the righteous and the
wicked for you then to weep and worry; it will
do you a great deal of good to be concerned
about it now. It will do them much good for
you to be concerned about them now. Tears
in the judgment will be futile. Weeping and
wailing when men have sealed their doom will
be in vain; but tears of concern and solicitude
and pleas of intercession, do a vast amount of
good today.
THE VISION AND THE BURDEN

No one has ever measured the possibilities of
soul winning on the part of the individual that
loves God, who has a clear enough conception of
faith to accept these great future events as realistically as if already present, and who does not
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wait until their fulfillment to let them affect him,
but who lets them affect him now; and who, on
the strength of this great contemplation, sets
about helping his fellow beings while it will do
some good. If you have the vision, it will break
your heart, not only to see your loved ones, but
to see any people cut off from God and perishing; and if you want to be saved from some very
sad regrets when you stand before the judgment
seat of Christ, the thing for you to do is to
point them now to the Lamb of God that taketh
away the sin of the world.
In the passage we have examined, it is shown :
That no evils coming upon man can be attributed to a limit in God's love, for it has no
limit;
That there must be a fearful meaning to the
doctrine that man is lost, since such a great
price is paid to make his salvation possible;
That all enlightened beings are doomed, unless
voluntarily, with consistent purpose, they seek
salvation through the atonement of Christ ;
That only a great salvation will do, and that
nothing less than a great salvation should be
expected, in view of the greatness of Him who
comes to save us;
That God's love and its saving provision, is
without respect of persons or races, so that we
can feel free to offer the benefits of a full gospel
to all mankind.

VIII
''MY CUP''
BASED ON PSALM

XXIII

"He restoreth my soul."

I

N this Psalm we have the testimony of
another of the Old Testament authorities
who, by a stalwart faith, advanced ahead
of their time in spiritual things and partook of
a measure of personal salvation somewhat similar to that which is generally provided through
the Gospel. There is, in a remarkable measure,
a New Testament atmosphere in several of the
Psalms. In this instance, by the use of a line of
fascinating imagery, the Psalmist tells what the
Lord is to him and what the Lord does for him.
Starting out deliberately, he refers to Jehovah
in the second person, as his shepherd, doing certain things for him; but as he warms up in the
testimony, the consciousness of the Divine
presence becomes so imperative that he proceeds
to address the Lord in the first person: "Yea,
though I walk through the valley of the shadow
of death, I will fear no evil: for THOU art
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with me; THY rod and THY staff, they comfort me.''
The fundamental testimony in this Psalm of
the inner life is in the words, ''He restoreth my
soul.'' Around that profession all the thoughts
of the testimony seem to revolve. It is the central idea of his profession; and, rudimentally,
it is that same religious experience to which a
certain eminent writer refers as the central idea
of Christianity. The word ''restore'' is the same
as that used in the instance where the Master
healed the man with the withered hand. It was
explained that the hand, being ''restored,'' was
''whole as the other''; that is, it was like a hand
ought to be ; a normal hand. The standard of
salvation provided in both the Old and New
Testament is one which, through the grace of
God, recovers the soul from its fallen condition ;
from its condemned estate and from its moral
diseases, into a normal state, making it what a
soul ought to be.
SOUL SICKNESS

Restore is a health term; we may take it to
mean, in this instance, that the individual is
well in his soul. There is such a thing as soul
disease; it is no mere figure of speech. Just
as certainly as a man may have rheumatism in
his body, he may have pride and vanity in his
soul. Just as he may have malignant out-
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breakings from disease of his blood and skin, he
may have an ugly temper and a mean disposition; and that ugly temper or mean disposition
resides in his spiritual nature. It is so far removed from anything like a scientific analysis,
so entirely spiritual and exceedingly subtle that
if anyone should attempt to approach it, as a
materialistic investigator, he could never locate
it. It is not available through the microscope
or by the most delicate instrument of science.
You may take a man that has that ugly disposition in him, and have at his side another man
with a good disposition; yet they could be the
same complexion, and have the same hereditary
traits in their physical being, they could be the
same weight, and their bodies could represent
exactly the same chemical properties in every
respect; physical dispositions alike, with moral
dispositions as far apart as the north pole and
the equator. It matters not how minute might
be the physical research, the difference in these
men could not be explained in histology, because the trouble is in the soul. Nor is this
disease of the soul available for the student of
psychology. Some man, recently writing on
Sunday S.chool pedagogy, said that modern
psychology had discovered there was no such
thing as hereditary depravity. Such writers
forget, if they have ever learned, that modern
psychology calls itself the science of consciousness ; and, as such, operates sparingly in the
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realm of metaphysics and theology, and always
with great modesty. Soul disease is the only
explanation of the fact that man is singular
among all other living creatures in showing a
universal tendency to violate the laws o:f his
being from his earliest coordinations. Its mode
of existence can no more be demonstrated by
mental science than by physical science. We
know it is present only when it manifests itself
or when the Spirit of God reveals it. But be
sure of this, there is such a thing as soul
disease. So far is '' Christian Science'' mistaken
in its refusal of a place to any disease in the
realm of reality, there are diseases both physical
and spiritual; and the latter reality is quite as
stubborn as the former. It is the duty of the
pulpit to reckon with this latter fact and to find
the remedy.
THE

PROGENY OF SATAN

What is the restoration of the soul T We may
safely say it is one and the same thing with
full salvation from all sin, for the simple reason
that the definition of sin properly stated does
not include any materialistic conception. It
used to be thought otherwise. Christianity, in
the early centuries of the era became mixed up
with Neoplatonism and Gnosticism and got its
notion of sin confused. In a less favored period, some theologians worked this old idea to
the limit; and some have not yet discovered
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that we have outgrown the fallacy. The idea
was that sin is a trouble of the flesh, a material
something, that inheres in the physical man.
The theory of the old heathen gnostic from
whom we imbibed this tincture of philosophy,
was that all material had sin in it; every grain
of sand, all the dust of the ground, and, therefore, all the trees that grow out of the ground
and all the fruit that grows on the trees and
all the grass that grows in the field, and all
the cattle that feed on the grass, are sinful in
p:roportion to their material bulk. They held
accordingly that inasmuch as man, in his physical being, assimilates these things, he is all sin.
The outcome of the philosophy, to be consistent,
was that man's merit and demerit should be
determined by the length of his girdle and the
amount of avoirdupois which he represented;
the logic of it is that a man who is emaciated
is accordingly a saint, and a man who is so
unfortunate as to be corpulent and stout is decidedly sinful. This theory of sin has no place
in common sense and no support in the Scriptures. Were it true, full salvation from sin in
this life would be an illogical doctrine ; with
this old error as a premise, the advocate of full
deliverance from sin in this life could be nothing
less than a fanatic; nor could there be any hope
of full deliverance from sin except by the aid of
the graveyard. Then death would be a friend
and not an enemy.
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I wish to call your attention to the fact that
the carnal mind is mind, not matter; so, when
David in his testimony professed full restoration, he professed it not for his body but for
his soul; saying of Jehovah, ''He restoreth my
soul.'' It was neither here nor there with his
body; nor is it here or there with my body, nor
was it with Paul's body. It had its appetites,
its infirmities, and its imperfections. He found
it necessary to take care of it and to control it;
and he said he was making a success of the job.
''I keep my body under,'' said he. The idea
that this vehicle which our soul inhabits is a
sinful thing, should be discarded as unworthy
the intelligence of an enlightened people. It
can be consecrated to God, but positive holiness
is a thing of the soul, because sin is a thing of
the soul. Sin may exercise itself through our
physical faculties, if it resides in the soul; and
in this exercise it may seem very much as though
the body itself were the sinner; but the manifestation of sin in our physical being is the
action of mind upon matter; for sin is spiritualistic in its origin, its author and progenitor, a
spiritual agent, being unable to produce a
physical entity.
HEAVEN'S OVERTURES

There are three manifest stages in the restoration of the soul, all of which are divine, for
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God does the restoring. This is recognized in
the testimony, ''He restoreth my soul.'' The
three stages which are therefore supernaturally
produced, are, Conviction, and Regeneration, the
giving of spiritual life, and Holiness or the giving of spiritual health. Keep clear the fact that
each stage is wholly and exclusively divine. We
grant that there is a human side to it; but the
part that we perform, of repentance, obedience,
prayer, consecration, trust, can not, in any fraction, accomplish the thing in us, but simply puts
us in the place where God can do the work in us.
Conviction is the work of the Holy Spirit.
No man could ever move Godward unless the
Spirit of God showed that man his sin and
opened to him the vision which we call conviction, discovering the possibilities of salvation.
We who are working for the evangelization of
the world ought to keep that in mind, that we
are implicitly dependent upon God's Spirit for
Scriptural results; that no argument of ours
can make any man feel he is a sinner. It may
cause him to admit that he is a sinner, but after
his reason is convinced, he will smile and congratulate us for our bright arguments, iJ,nd walk
the streets with perfect complacency. But when
God's spirit speaks to him through your lips or
through your influence, saying, ''Man, you are
a sinner," he will clutch at his heart and say,
'' 0 God, I know it; but I never felt it to be
true so keenly as I do today." There is a great
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difference between the Spirit of God telling him
he is a sinner, and my telling him he is a sinner;
and I wish to remind you that the Holy Spirit
can and will do this thing ; He is in the business
of convicting sinners, when we pray and look to
Him with this definite object. If we think We
can do it, and go along with our brilliant arguments and our shining theories and splendid
methods of revival work, trying thus to accomplish it, He will let us go on and do it ; but
if, while we are doing our best, which we certainly ought to do, we keep in mind the fact
that all real conviction is a work of the Holy
Spirit, entreating Him accordingly, we are likely
to have greater results in the form of Scriptural
conviction, which is stage number one in the
restoration of the soul.
Stage two is the regeneration of the soul, or
bringing a man spiritually from death to life.
The Scriptures recognize that a sinner is dead
in sin. This is not merely a figure of speech, it
is literally true in a very important sense. Certain sublime faculties lie dormant in the sinner's
nature; there are emotions of peace and joy and
assurance existent in the heart of a man who is
regenerated to which the unregenerated man is
a stranger. There are elements of consciousness
brought into existence as a result of the Scriptural conversion of a soul which afford real
ground for the conclusion that a man in sin is
dead and a man regenerate is alive.
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FALLING SHORT WITHOUT F .ALLING

All do not agree on the terms of the third
stage in the restoration of a soul. Some merge
it with the second, some complicate it otherwise.
Sometimes they insist that life and health are
the same thing; that it would be impossible for
a man to be spiritually alive without being
spiritually well or every whit whole. But this
would destroy the sense of the analogy, render
meaningless the assertions of the New Testament, and collide with the stubborn facts of experience. Referring to their neglect of self examination and their improper use of the means
of grace, the apostle Paul, in the eleventh of 1st
Corinthians, tells the membership of that church
that many of them are sickly and weak. In
his discussion of the subject of Holiness, which
might properly be the title of the twelfth chapter of Hebrews, he refers to the affliction of
spiritual lameness. ''Lest that which is lame
be turned out of the way," he says: "Lift up
the hands that hang down and the feeble knees.''
Thus he refers to the weak Christians who are
about to quit praying and battling against evil.
He desires that the lame saint be healed. We
have all seen lame Christians, and it would be
unfair, if because they were lame, we should
say they were dead. They are lame in many
ways ; some perhaps lame in their loyalty to the
work of the church ; some lame in their veracity
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in business dealings. Some one asks : ''Do you
mean to tell me that a converted man will lie?''
No, he will not lie; all liars are explicitly unqualified for heaven, according to the Scriptures.
Hence, he who lies disproves his claim of conversion; but one may strain the truth without
wilfully lying. Some good men, under stress of
selfish interest, have told the ''truth'' so weakly
that they were afterward, at the bar of their
own conscience, condemned as being lame in
their veracity. You might find this health defect indicated in several phases of the ethical
life, where the individual, not quite well in his
soul, will be found to halt or limp in the way of
righteousness. But, happily, we can be healed.
The plain promise is before us; and the provision is ample. God is no respecter of persons.
He who recovered David from his moral adversities and restored his soul will do the same for
every one who repairs unto Him with a passion
for righteousness.
QUARRELING WITH SYMBOLS

We have studied the three stages in the restoration of the soul; Conviction, Regeneration,
and Health or Holiness. Of the latter it has
been said, ''You may call it what you please,
it does not matter what you call it." We would
say, it does not matter what you call it, if it
does not matter; but if it matters, it matters.
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That sounds like an ambiguous piece of English ;
but it means, if in your heart you are prejudiced
against a Scriptural term intended to convey
the idea of this Christian experience, it would
be a very good thing for you to be crucified on
that term; that is about the very best term for
you to use when you go into your closet to seek
the fulness of the blessing, if you are in earnest.
"But," you say, "my church calls it so and so;"
permit me to recommend the other word for
you. I can call it "so and so," but you would
do well to call it by the name against which you
have formed a prejudice, till you recover from
your dislike of that word; for the Spirit of God
can hardly do His best work in you so long as
He finds in you any antipathy for a Bible term.
BLESSINGS THAT FLOW

Let us next observe what results from the restoration of the soul. A circle of glorious consequences or concomitants is described in the
imagery of the Psalmist's testimony. One result
is satisfaction. That appears in the first verse.
''The Lord is my shepherd, I shall not want.''
The essence of that profession is, I have found
in Him a satisfying portion and my heart has
ceased to wander. In any capacity of life, a
man is more useful when he is satisfied; a soldier
in any army is a more powerful factor when he
is satisfied; a complacent citizen in any com-
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munity is more useful than a ne'er-do-well. And
God can use you better as citizens of Zion and
as soldiers of the cross, if He can get you sufficiently acquainted with Him that you are able
to find in Him a satisfying portion. But you
do not have to seek satisfaction as such; only
get your soul restored, and Satisfaction will
seek you. You cannot get away from her benign presence, though you go deep into the
tangles of heathenism.
Consequent upon the restoration of his soul
the Psalmist is able to say, ' 'He leadeth me in
the paths of righteousness for His name's sake.''
He uses the plural, paths, indicating that there
are certain intricacies connected with living
right which it is pretty hard for a man in his
own strength to solve. But there is an experience of inward deliverance where we aan so atsociate ourselves with Him as to be practical
overcomers in the demands of every day life.
Our inward agreement with Him can be such
that He can take us by the hand and supplement
our frail strength. He has a reason for wanting
to do this. You are His representative; His
child; through you He gets His reputation in
the world. It would be a calamity if you should
go about as His child and give Him a bad reputation. He wants you to make a success of practical Christianity. You will have your frailties
as long as you live in the world, in the temporal
body; but amidst it all, it is possible for you to
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live a life of victory, and your living thus will
mean much. But to do this, you must have
special help from heaven. You are not to get
this help by seeking it as such; get your soul
restored, and this aid to efficiency, this every
day help, will be always at hand.
Some people are very anxious about getting
the fulness of God, referring to it as something
to be received subsequent to heart purity. The
Psalmist says in his testimony that he has received it: "My cup runneth over." It is important that we should have this. They tell us
that the reason the Nile valley produces such
tremendous harvests is because it gets so many
overflows. If we had a few more overflowing
saints who had blessings to spare, I think this
poor old thirsty world around us would get more
out of our religion. How do you get the overflow Y Get your soul restored and the fulness
of the blessing will take care of itself. As there
is no vacuum in nature, there is no vacuum in
grace ; and if you will let God restore your soul,
the fulness will not have to be sought as such;
it will seek you. Good people often are prone
to spend much time going out after great blessings or manifestations when the fact is if God
gets us sound and well in our souls, these great
blessings and manifestations will come after us
instead of our having to go after them. Pray
for soul health instead of praying for satisfaction. Get your soul restored, through faith in
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the blood of Christ, and you will not have to
seek blessings. The blessing will go home with
you; and when you awaken in the morning it
will be at your bedside, and when you go to
your work, you will find the blessing there.
We have not time to go over all the things
which result from the restoration of the soul; but
by following up the same trend of interpretation, you will :find a great catalogue of blessings
which the Psalmist proves to have received in
connection with spiritual restoration. Among
them you will find his assurance for the future.
He says, ''Goodness and mercy shall follow me
all the days of my life, and I shall dwell in
the house of the Lord forever." It is a comforting thing for a man to have some way of knowing in his own heart every moment that he has
his arrangements made for all the future. The
most fortunate man in this house tonight is the
man with a great future. I do not envy a man
who has no future. It matters not how brilliant
may be that man's present; or how rich he may
be ; or how highly favored; it matters not how
well surrounded he may be ; if that man has no
great future, I should be sorry to stand in his
shoes. I believe in the man that has a great
future, even if his clothes are thread-bare and
his shoes are worn out and he is surrounded with
poverty. In that he has a great future, I may
well envy his lot. Happy is that people with a
great future, without any reference to what is
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the present ; but happier still are they if they
have some kind of guarantee that they have a
great future. The Psalmist tells us that he has
found that guarantee, and has it with him. If
you would find it, do not seek it as such; get
your soul restored and it will be yours.
SAVED FROM THE FOG

There is an intuitive element in the Psalmist's
faith as a result of the restoration of his soul.
He said, ''Surely.'' That is a very pretty
word. Did you ever walk around it and size
it up? Some people, even leaders, in the religious world, seem to feed upon uncertainties.
To express doubt sounds learned to some and
modest to others. There are so many things
upon which our happiness depends that they
think are not to be ascertained. They are not
quite sure of the authenticity of the Bible, the
deity of Christ, the soul of man, and the facts
of the future state. We may safely infer that
this is due to a condition of the heart. It is
wonderful, when the dross of sin gets into a
man's heart, how dim his vision is, and how
impotent his imagination may become in regard
to these great truths. He is not able to apprehend them, although he be loaded down with
proof, his power to perceive evidence on spiritual and eternal themes is impaired. Such men
often think their great two-story heads prevent
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their enjoyment of a simple faith in the orthodox message of the gospel ; but they only illustrate the old philosophic truth that sentiment
and mood may serve to color a reasoner's premises. You could not cure such men with a head
treatment, but we have never seen heart treatment fail. No matter how great a man he was,
no matter if he were two or three stories high
intellectually ; when he bows down before an
altar of prayer, gets right with God, and receives
the baptism with the Holy Spirit, getting his
soul restored, you will no longer hear him talk
against the authenticity of the Scriptures, or the
deity of Christ, or the necessity for the atonement, or the right views of the future state, or
any of those other things without which Christianity would not have survived to this day. A
man may have a level head without a clean
heart; but full salvation is the only anchor that
invariably holds against the storm of '-znew
thought" and destructive criticism. The healthy
soul is always able to grasp and realize the
truths essential to eternal life.
No one need suppose that the deniers of the
orthodox gospel message have any inside informat10n, or that they feel any sort of ultimate
assurance that we who preach this message are
mistaken. Aside from these convictions peculiar
to a restored soul, Macaulay's words apply to all
men: "The truth is that no powers of mind constitute a security against errors of this descrip-
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tion. Touching God and His ways with man,
the highest faculties human can discover little
more than the meanest. In theology the interval is small indeed between Aristotle and a
child, between Archimedes and a naked savage.''
So it is with a natural man, who cannot know
things that are spiritually discerned. No knowledge of archreology and the classics can obviate
his helplessness.
A gentleman in the midst of Billy Sunday's
work in the East, who had his head trouble and
did not know how to get rid of it, confessed
the superiority of the old gospel when he saw
the power of Mr. Sunday's ministry and listened to the stentorian notes of orthodoxy from
that John the Baptist of America. Here are
his words, written for the Boston Transcript:
Hflis (Mr. Sunday's) unmistakable passion for
righteousness and the all embracing democracy
of his religion which recognized that the lowest
drunkard in the gutter and the most sin-seared
woman of the town are just as much worth
saving, just as precious in the sight of God, as
the most respectable member of society made me
wish that I could believe his theology.'' That
was a frank response, but there is only one way
of effecting a cure when a man's head gets into
that fix; there are not enough books in the
libraries of the John W esleys and Charles Finneys to cure his head trouble, but there is one
thing that will wonderfully clarify the intricate
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meditations of a man who is burdened down with
such tremendous intellectual findings, and that
is for him to get down before God and get this
great healing touch upon his soul.
LOOKING FOR ST.AGE FOUR

The Psalmist says he is assured, not only that
he will dwell in the house of the Lord forever,
but he has assurance for this life also : ''Goodness and mercy shall follow me all the days of
my life.'' He personifies Goodness and Mercy,
makes them into two angels, and represents them
as being on his track ; so that if he ever falls
into a ditch on the road of life or gets on a
dangerous path or otherwise comes to grief, he
can rejoice that his troubles shall only be temporary ; he is soon to be overtaken by the two
angels that follow him, not some of the days,
but all the days of his life. He carries in his
soul such conviction of security, both with reference to the rear guard and the welcoming
committee which awaits him in the beyond, that
it gives triumphant poise to all the meditations
of his soul. There is nothing that makes for
health and serenity of mind and sweet sleep and
bright days and glad songs and magnificent contemplations, like having the assurance in your
soul that everything is all right; that God is
taking care of the past, that the rear guard of
divine providence is supporting you, and that
you have a mansion in the skies.

IX
SOUL PILOTS
BASED UPON HEBREWS

12: 1-15

''For they verily for a few days chastened
us after their own pleasure; but he for our
profit, that we might be partakers of his holiness."

S

CIENCE tells us that there are eight
planets revolving around the sun, each
describing a circle wider than the other;
so that there are eight different circles described
by the planets. Up till last century it was
thought there were only seven planets ; but there
began to be a suspicion in the early part of the
century that there were eight. The planet Neptune, which is the outer planet, is not visible
to the natural eye, and would probably never
have been discovered if they had not :first suspected that it existed, and begun to hunt for it.
For many years, the astronomers had been observing the erratic behavior of Uranus, the most
remote of the known planets, which, while all
others were true to the law of their calculations,
always managed to make some new detour which
kept it from making its circuit on schedule time.
159
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This proved to be the gravitative influence of
another planet yet undiscovered. Before its discovery, Herschell wrote: ''We see it as Columbus saw America from the shores of Spain. Its
movements have been felt trembling along the
far reaching line of our analysis with a certainty
not far inferior to ocular demonstration.'' They
tell us that in 1846 a scientist in France announced the position of the unknown planet and
another in England agreed with the calculation.
The former wrote to Dr. Galle of Berlin for
assistance in searching for the planet, who, with
the aid of the large telescope, found it in less
than a degree of the place described by the
Frenchman in his letter.
FOLLOWING

OUR

HEARTS

After conversion to Christ, there is something
in the behavior of the regenerate heart that indicates the need of a more advanced experience
of grace. For a long time the Episcopalians and
Presbyterians and Methodists and Baptists, and
others, have been admitting that there must be
a deeper work of grace. This was due to the
almost uniform verdict of their own hearts.
They all began to seek for it in the Word of
God, assuming that God had provided an answer
to this manifest need of His children. They
were right, and it has been definitely located
and its attributes determined in God's Word;
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though there are some who do not yet realize
that this Neptune has been discovered. In 1729
a little man by the name of John Wesley discovered that we could not be saved without holiness; and 1737, while reading the Scriptures, he
saw likewise that men are justified before they
are sanctified. This little man did not weigh
but one hundred and twenty pounds, yet, he took
the telescope of faith and located this Neptune
of Christian experience so precisely that unsophisticated men of every denomination, reading
the Scriptures with obedient, seeking hearts,
have found the answer to their need within a
degree of where he charted it in the theological
heavens.
THE WESLEYAN FORMULA

In his old age, Mr. Wesley collected some of
his own writings upon this subject, showing the
''steps'' of his own progress in the direction
of a full apprehension of Christian holiness, up
to the year 1775. Since leaders of all denominations regard John Wesley as an epoch making
man, it may be in place for us to refer to the
elements of his "grand depositum." At one
stage in his life we find him discovering that
we cannot be saved without holiness; at another
stage, he is discovering that we are justified
before we are sanctified; a little later, his writings show his conviction that it is secured by
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faith, and is, therefore, an instantaneous work
of divine grace. At another stage he is discovering that it is attested by the witness of the
Holy Spirit, the same as our justification.
Finally, he registers his opinion in 1758 that the
experience is forfeitable, that it is possible for
a Christian to lose the full salvation blessing
out of his heart. He collects these writings into
a little volume called ''A Plain Account of
Christian Perfection"; and nothing that has
been written in the many years that have elapsed
since that time seems to represent any more advanced information upon this great subject.
This little book, without book unity, a mere collation, giving the steps by which he embodied
the advanced Christian experience in a definite
doctrinal presentation, is now read by Christians of all theological persuasions.

A

PROOF OF THE FATHER'S LoVE

The lesson which we have read discusses a
certain kind of chastisement, a chastisement
which seeks to secure a special object in the
heart of the Christian. This object is indicated
in the 10th verse. God chastens men under other
circumstances and for other objects. He sometimes chastens the wicked as a matter of judgment ; and, sometimes, with a view to bringing
them to repentance. Then, if we as Christians
become disobedient or refuse to follow his direc-
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tions, he may chasten us for our disobedience.
But it cannot be said that God's requirements
are so unreasonable that none of us can keep
them; we must not assert that all who are born
of God have to be chastened for disobedience.
There is one and only one kind of chastening
''whereof all are partakers,'' which proves that
a man is born of God, and the absence of which
proves his profession of the new birth a mistake. That chastening amounts to an impulse
and an urging on, to an experience known as
holiness. The teaching of the passage is that all
except nominal Christians are bound to experience that chastening. He says in the 8th verse,
''If ye be without (this) chastisement, then are
ye bastards and not sons;'' that is, yoµ are children of the church, but you are not children of
God. The church is your mother, but God is
not your father.
In the 11th verse he tells us that no chastening for the present seemeth to be joyous. In the
words ''no chastening' ' he refers to all those
various kinds of chastisement to which we havci
alluded, showing that he recognizes more than
one class of chastisement. Chastening may come
with any degree of intensity, from the mildest
correction to the severest scourging. But it
never makes you happy, even if it be only a
correction for mispronouncing a word. When
corrected, you do not feel like shouting for joy.
While it does not seem to be joyous, you may
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thank the individual for it, and number it
among your valuable assets, because ''afterwards
it yieldeth the peaceable fruit of rightness.''
But it only yieldeth this fruit provided you are
responsive; only "to them which are exercised
thereby.''
A FOUR-CORNERED F .ACT
Four significant truths are enfolded in the
words of Hebrews 12: 10. First, that there is
such a thing as Christian holiness. Second, that
there is such a thing as a child of God not having it. Third, that this holiness is an experience.
Fourth, that we may have it today.
We are gradually coming to that state of enlightenment where there are very few people
who would deny the first of these four truths,
that there is such a thing as Christian holiness.
They sometimes attempt to generalize the subject
and identify it with justification or with death
or with purgatory ; but they admit in some
fashion that there is such a thing. The second
truth, that there is such a thing as a child of
God not having this holiness, can hardly be
made plainer by an exposition of the verse under
consideration. The apostle has just implied in
verse 8 that all illegitimate professors of the new
birth are dismissed from the discussion, that
merely nominal Christians may not have this
impulse to holiness. The spurious Christian is
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known in that he does not feel this divine pull
toward the higher grace. There is analogy between the earthly father and his child and the
heavenly Father and His child. While even the
careless observer may recognize the two first
mentioned teachings of verse 10, the other two
truths may seem elusive to the Bible reader. It
should require little reflection, however, to see
that the Father is urging His children, not to a
mere improvement in behavior, not to an ever receding ideal, but to an experience of heart. In
wishing that we become partakers of His holiness, he uses the same term that we commonly
employ when we speak of enjoying Christmas
dinner with a friend. ''Partake.'' Therein is
suggested a definite something, which God desires us to get in our souls; a something which
looks towards qualification for better service ;
a something with enjoyable proportions, which,
while rendering the believer more pleasing to
God, brings profound pleasure to the believer.
Nor would God chasten us today in view of
something we should get tomorrow. If you
chasten your child for the nonperformance of
a duty, you do not chasten him until the day
assigned for the performance of that duty.
Then, when he has failed to meet the reasonable
demand laid upon him, your chastening comes,
which signifies to him that it is high time for
him to be meeting your requirements. There is
no intelligence in chastening a child in anticipa-
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tion of some future order or requirement. We
do not chasten them in order that they might
grow. There are those who think that the attainment of Christian holiness is by a process
of growth ; but, while chastening may serve as
an outward means to improve conduct, it would
be a very strange thing for the Lord to employ
chastening as a means to facilitate growth.
Indeed growth is a putting on, while holiness, as
regards the process of its attainment, is a putting off. He who introduces a long extended
time element in the attainment of heart purity
virtually teaches that it cannot be fully realized
in this life, and that the chastenings of the Lord
are meaningless. For, in the first place, no child
of God has the guarantee of a long extension
of time in which to grow; and, in the second
place, the inequalities which place some at such
great disadvantage as compared to others, in the
period of growth allotted, would make it necessary to recognize a class of believers whom it
would be unfair to chasten. Yet we are told
that "all are partakers" of this chastening unto
holiness. We conclude that Christian holiness
is an experience, provided for the soul of the
believer, and is due to be received any time
after one becomes a child of God and an heir of
the inheritance among them that are sanctified
by faith. It is widely the experience of God's
children that the Father begins to work on their
soul, urging them and moving them toward the
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fulness of the blessing, as soon as they have
become His children and have communion with
Him.
THE ISSUE ALL MUST FACE

You will notice that the holiness he desires
us to obtain is His holiness. There may be some
details about my picture of it that you do not
like. Professed representatives may fail to illustrate it according to what you know is right.
you may think that certain persons and movements present eccentricities aside from holiness
that are unwarranted. You will be wise if you
remember that our present treasures are in
earthen vessels, that the highest ministry must
come to us through frail men; but you are entirely free from responsibility if you reject
my holiness or Mr. B--'s or Mr. C--'s holiness. You are not asked to accept John Wesley 's holiness; you are only called upon to
accept His holiness. If there are things about
us that you do not like, you can discard those
things without any fear of bad results, provided you do not at the same time lay down
something that belongs to His holiness. We do
not propose to complicate the issue upon this
one great thing without which no man shall see
the Lord. We do not presume to say you must
accept holiness and ''this'' or ''that'' or us or
another notion ; we do not proclaim that all our
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program or the program of any other uninspired teacher of this truth must be accepted
or rejected as a whole. You do not have to
accept us at all. We are pretty sure of several
other Scriptural truths which are not essential
to the message of holiness. If they are truths,
you will some day believe them, when the mists
have rolled away and you see things as they are;
but we shall not urge upon you the immediate
acceptance of any statement except that which
exalts Jesus Christ in his saving office and introduces you to God's best.
There should be no confusion of the is.sue ; it
is all right to reject foolishness, it may be all
right to reject denominational shibboleths or to
reject men who bring us a mes.sage; but you
must be careful that the broom which sweeps
these from the vestibule of your hospitality does
not sweep out the promise of God. So long as
the issue is between you and man you have an
even chance; but we are told in 1 Thes. 4 : 7, 8,
that he who rejects that
to which God
calls us, rejects not man but God. That remarkable passage is addressed to Christians, as
are all the Epistles. In it he has a double aim;
one is to keep them from going down again,
and the other is to get them to go up to higher
things. He gives them to understand that they
will have many downward impulses and downward pulls, but those drawings ;i.o not come
from God; that God's call is not unto unclean-
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ness but unto holiness. If they have any quarrel
with reference to the convenience or desirableness of such a call, they are informed that the
issue is not between them and any preacher, or
movement, or church; but it is between them
and God, and that drawing back means to reject not man but God "who has also given unto
us the Holy Spirit.'' He would have us to understand that the gift of the Holy Spirit represents God's special provision to effect the work
of holiness in the hearts of believers. That is
a very important point of which, in passing, we
may remind you ; to remember the essential relation between holiness and the gift of the Holy
Spirit would save us from following after that
oft repeated mistake of supposing the New Testament experience of holiness is possible apart
from or prior to the gift of the Holy Spirit.
Men may make serious and offensive mistakes in
telling us what God wants us to be and do, and
they may fail to illustrate their message; they
may be wide of the mark in prescribing for
you certain modes of seeking, or certain visions
and sensations, as a part of the Bible blessing;
but they will not make any mistake in telling
you that God requires the standard, and that
ev_ery facility for its realization is provided in
the gift of the Holy Ghost. They may safely
stand aside and leave the issue between you and
God; the responsibility is upon you. One of
Satan's finest methods of keeping people out of
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this great blessing is to get them full of prejudice against some person or movement, and have
them suppose that the rejection of the man
frees them from any obligation to consider his
message.
WHEN THE CHASTENING CEASES

The apostle says that ''for a few days,'' for
a short time, our earthly fathers chastened us;
after a while, whether success or failure rmulted
from their efforts, they ceased. He is drawing
an analogy. The inference, solemnly sustained
elsewhere in the Scriptures and in the lives of
men who have seen their day, the inference is,
that God will finally cease to remind and urge,
and let us alone on this subject. When a Christian thus becomes sophisticated and full of his
own notions, and says, ''I have no more interest
in that subject, I do not have any drawings in
that direction,'' his spiritual status becomes a
problem. We find in him another reason for
being thankful that the final judgment is to be
resolved by the infinite Judge. But, we may
say we should shudder to stand in the shoes of
one who thus had disposed of the in ward urgings of the Spirit and the chastenings of the
Lord. Too often have men been responsive to
this appeal in the more sensitive period of their
spiritual history, and later, becoming fossilized,
opposed the thing they had formerly sought,
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wishing that the world would forget the day
when it was whispered, ''He is at the altar for
sanctification. ''
This holiness, being His holiness, is the most
beautiful thing in the world. When the Psalmist
contemplates and sings about it, he calls it the
beauty t>f holiness, describing it as a feasible
standard of worship. Holiness gets its beauty
from our Lord Himself. All nature has been
drawn upon for an illustration to set forth His
beauty. He is called the rose of Sharon, the
lily of the valley, the fairest among ten thousand. So glorious is He that He imparts glory
to everything with which He is connected. And
so beautiful is true Christian holiness that it is
hard to make it repulsive to a discerning observer. People experienced in divine things get
to where they will see through the rubbish of
human nature and the follies of its ignorance
and appreciate the beauty of holiness, notwithstanding. If we meet with those certain marks
which indicate that people have submitted themselves to the sanctifying blood of Christ, we
should be able to tolerate in them a great many
human faults and imperfections, before turning
away from them. Christian holiness is not a
sectarian doctrine. It says of every one who
receives the blood of Christ in personal cleansing, they are my people; whether their theology
be Arminian or Calvinistic; whether their
church government be Congregational, Presby-
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terian or Episcopalian; whatever be their form
of baptism or apprehension of sacraments. The
beauty of holiness renders transparent every disfiguring veneer and makes the life to shine. The
most beautiful thing in all the world, it bids
defiance to every ordinary obstruction, and lends
comeliness to the humblest and homeliest of men.
One of the fathers said it was so beautiful that
no ordinary normal dog would bark at it or
make an attack upon it unless you dressed it in
a bear skin. Satan would like very much to
put a bear skin upon this glorious New Testament experience, and start it through the streets
of Tokyo with all the dogs assailing it. If he
should succeed in doing this it would be ''His
holiness,'' just the same, and it would have our
sympathies; but we ought not to permit the
enemy to do this; we who stand for this work
of God's grace, ought jealously to put forward
its testimony in the very best form and to the
best advantage possible, so that people may see
it as it is, without the issue being complicated
or the perspective obstructed.

x
VICTORY
BASED UPON GENESIS

32 : 24-31

"I will not let tkee go except thou bless me."

T

HE experiences of the Old Testament
patriarchs have about them a symbolic
and prophetic significance. They are
designed to point out and anticipate the experiences of the New Testament. There may be
phases of difference in the spiritual attainments
of the saints of the Old Testament and the saints
of the New; but fundamentally there was much
in common. Even the modes of entering a
spiritual experience were illustrative. The
ancients were under certain dispensational limitations; but, in spite of that, we may assume that
a few men, such as Jacob, David, and Isaiah,
walked so close with God that they reached all
that is essential in the experience of full salvation as taught in the New Testament.

Goo Dm NOT EvoLVE
The same God that is revealed m the New
Testament is revealed in all parts of the Old;
173
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the unchanging God. We simply learn more
about Him with the progression of spiritual intelligence. The same salvation that is taught
in the New Testament is taught in the Old, and
on the same terms of consecration and faith.
God tolerated some things in ancient times which
He rebukes and will not tolerate today, but this
does not mean that He compromised with them;
He bore with those things until the world had
learned the lesson which He meant to teach it.
Referring to the olden time, St. Paul does not
inform us that God had a different ideal ; but
he does inform us that God whom he represented was identical with God whom his fathers
knew in the olden time, who in the times of
men's ignorance winked at certain things that
He now commands them to quit. There is no
doubt that in the more ignorant ages of the
world, when men knew almost nothing about
God and His law, he found a way to save people
that walked in all the light they had. We are
not the judge of people who never heard of
Bible holiness. We are not the judge of people
who never heard of God or of Christ and His
Gospel. We have a simple order to carry the
message to them. But it has been true in every
age, especially where God's revealed word was
obtainable, that the possibilities of finding out
the mysteries of salvation were almost unlimited.
We have observed that in Old Testament times
there were those who made such an aggressive
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consecration and exercised such an implicit faith
in God that they lived centuries ahead of their
time, and partook of New Testament blessings.
Because of their aggressiveness in meeting conditions God found an advance opportunity to
show what He could do for a soul, to foreshow
what He designed in the fulness of time to do
upon a wide scale.
'' GoD ALMIGHTY APPEARED UNTO ME''

Jacob was the twin brother of Esau, and, by
divine appointment, was to become the heir of
the estate and enjoy the blessings and privileges
of the first born. But in his eagerness, he sought
for the right thing the wrong way, and brought
upon himself the anger of his rugged brother
Esau. First, he found Esau hungry, and, taking advantage of the abnormal appetite and improvident spirit of his brother, he bought from
Esau his birthright. Then, by the aid of his
mother, with whom he was a favorite, he cheated
Esau out of the patriarchial blessing. In the
midst of this situation, when his life had been
threatened by Esau, his mother used a pretext
and induced his father to send him to her relatives in Mesopotamia, so she might save him
from the wrath of his angry brother. In his
lonely passage northward, he stopped to sleep
at a place called Luz, which afterward was called
Bethel, where he had that memorable vision of
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a ladder with angels ascending and descending
upon it. In his solitude and sadness he turned
to God, and entered into a covenant and built
an altar, in imitation of his devout father and
grandfather. "Surely," said he, "the Lord is
in this place and I knew it not . . . this is
none other but the house of God, and this is
the gate of heaven.'' He there took God into
partnership in all his temporal affairs ; a thing
which we are all to do if we would have the
right foundation for our religious superstructure. The perpetual sign of this partnership
was that he should give God a tenth of every
thing he gained in the future. He went away
into that strange land and spent more than
twenty years, becoming the head of a large family, and quite rich in personal property. Our
lesson finds him on his way back to his fatherland, to take his inheritance. He has sent a
committee down to treat with his brother Esau
and find out his temper, and the committee has
returned to say that Esau had not recovered
from his hostility during all those years, but
was coming to meet Jacob with four hundred
men.

A

LESSON IN THE

VALLEY

In a new and deeper sense, Jacob is suddenly
brought to feel his utter dependence upon God
for help; and this feeling, with the prayers
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which are to follow from it, is about to lead
him to the discovery of his need of a deeper
unity with God than he has ever had before.
God has to bring us all into a crisis that we ·
might see ourselves and the deeper needs of
our souls. It developed in the interview which
Jacob was to have with God that night, that
he had inherited a nature, which accounted for
his name, from which he was to have deliverance, as a condition to having power with God
and with man. What he knew about original
sin prior to that time we are not able to say;
but it is probable that he had some sound views
thereafter. Personal experience often leads a
man to a doctrinal discovery. There are a good
many brethren who claim the Lord as their
God and have made a covenant with Him, who,
failing to arrive at this deeper self discovery
with its resultant inner cleansing, have not
made the corresponding doctrinal discovery.
Before- God can bring us to that deeper unity
with Himself there must be somewhere along
the way a crisis, usually brought on by Him,
but which may and ought to be brought on by
us. When we see our inner depravity we
should array ourselves against it, and seek its
destruction by the grace of God. I know a good
many men in the States, and one who does not
live far from my home, who had to come into
serious crises and be visited with sore visitations
before they could be brought into deeper unity
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with God. Some men of God have passed
through deep valleys of affliction or severe persecutions, to come out endued with peculiar
spiritual power. Out of this grew the idea with
some of the ancients that there was a mysterious
power in affliction and suffering to sanctify the
soul. The plain explanation is, that in that condition the servant of God found himself and
found his deeper need, a need which God cannot
supply until the individual discovers and admits
it. A man may do both at the same time, or
he may make the discovery at one time and
admit it later. If he is late making the discovery he will be late receiving the full blessing ; if he is later admitting or confessing it, he
will be later receiving the fulness.
God met Jacob in this hour of .crisis, caused
him to see the depravity of his soul, and he,
meeting the conditions, laid hold upon the fulness of the blessing. Allowing for dispensational
limitations, we may safely assume that when
Paul speaks of "the fulness of the blessing of
the gospel of Christ' ' he uses the word blessing
with a meaning quite similar to that with which
Jacob was moved to use it in his prayer for the
blessing on his night of wrestling. The fulness
of the blessing does not lay hold on you till you
lay hold on it. Men do not wander along at
leisure and stroll down some flowery pathway
into full salvation. They go after it with tremendous earnestness before any ever get it.
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The slothful man may look into this profound
victory of the soul, with all the blessing that
attends it, and wish he had it; but it is not for
the slothful man.
ARRIVING AT "NUMBER

ONE"

The account of Jacob's steps by which he
approached this culmination in his inner life is
symbolic of the stages through which the believer approaches the sanctification of his soul.
Perhaps he did not know in advance all that
would happen to him that night, but he had a
strange conviction that there was to be a deeper
union and a better understanding between himself and Jehovah. The circumstances of his life
had furnished an occasion of affliction and turmoil, and he was going alone to pray over the
circumstances of his life. He made his preliminary arrangements for this prayer by planning to send his possessions and his loved ones
across the brook Jabbok, beginning with the
inferior and ending with the one he loved best.
First, he put across his flocks and herds, then
the members of his family of whom he thought
least, until he had separated from all but the
dearest idol of his heart, his wife Rachel. This
is usually the way people make their consecration. They give up the cheap things first, and
then, lastly, the things which they prize most.
Sometimes they stick there, and, cherishing
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some lingering idol, wonder why they do not get
the blessing. But Jacob went further. He sent
his beloved Rachel across the brook and went
alone to pray. A man must get to where he can
take the lone way, waiting for no one else to
go, before he is an available subject to receive
the fulness. But this does not mean that Jacob
had passed all his difficulties. There still remained one obstacle in his way, and that was
himself; old number one. This is the most
stubborn proposition. any of us have to deal
with. A man's own old nature makes his life
miserable when it is calculated to be full of
sunshine and peace. Sometimes he will feel that
all his family are mean and everything is gone
wrong, when the explanation is that he is wrong.
A drunken man stood in the door of a church,
looking at the preacher and people, and said,
''I never saw so many drunken people in my
life.' ' His own condition. had colored his view
of his surroundings. A certain man of the
world who had just been saved and gone home
said that his first impression was that there had
been a great change for the better in his wife
and children., and that all his domestic animals
had found a religious experience. This truth
that there is a natural law which causes a man's
condition. to color his surroundings seems to have
taken deeper hold on Jacob as he continued in
prayer ; for though he began to offer a fervent
prayer over his circumstances, he soon lost his
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enthusiasm on this subject, and came to feel
that everything depended on his receiving the
personal blessing that the Lord had for him.
A p ASSION

TO

BE

MADE WHOLE

A yet unread volume of suggestion exists in
this unique way in which Jehovah manifested
himself to the patriarch Jacob, and the strenuous treatment given him. It appears that the
event was designed as a special lesson for seekers in the ages to come. The strange visitor
first succeeded in leading J a.cob to the true
theory of peace-heart peace; then to the secret
of real victory-by way of the throne ; then to
the ground work of full salvation-confess and
get rid of the depraved self life. It was not
possible to give Jacob the full blessing until his
desire for it commanded the uppermost place
in his heart and the larger part of his horizon.
He must therefore pray on, and not be shown
the final step, until this desire outstripped all
other desires and laid them low beneath its feet.
It was not possible for the Lord to give Jacob
the blessing which he was seeking so long as
Jacob could get along without it. The blessing
of full salvation is not ready for a man who
merely entertains a mild interest in a better experience ; it is for him who cannot get along
without it. If you see some way to make out
without having this full will of God wrought
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in you it will be your privilege to continue without the blessing. When Jacob said, ''I will
not let thee go except thou bless me, ' ' he had
reshaped his scale of values and reached a
critical point in his resolution. It was equivalent to saying, I will die or have it; my future is
involved in it and I cannot get along without
it. This blessing is for all who cannot get
along without it, and for them only. Men may
profess full salvation with whom the desire for
full salvation has never been supreme; but men
cannot enter into the divine fulness till that
desire becomes supreme. If an angel should hold
this gift of God in one hand and a million yen
or the crown of a kingdom in the other, offering
you your choice, you would not be fit for the
full blessing if your desire were not big enough
to shove the earthly thing aside without hesitancy.
In the sermon on the mount the Master simplified the conditions of full salvation, the sole
condition being that you must want it: "Blessed
are they which do hunger and thirst.'' But,
before God can do the work, the want must be
one which knows no compromise, which accepts
no substitute satisfaction, and which has no second choice. There is a law in the plan of salvation by which God must wait till one is ready
for the fulness of the blessing before he can
impart it ; and they do not get ready by the
addition of time, or by an increase of education1
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or by a growth of judgment, beyond that elementary judgment which recognizes our need
and God's supply. They get ready by a growth
of well defined, intelligent desire. This desire
asserted itself in Jacob and rose to its full magnitude during that night of interview and
prayer.
INCORPORATE THE BLESSING

The language of Jacob, "except thou bless
me,'' sounds a little indefinite, as if he did not
know exactly what he wanted. He may not have
known all that was involved in it, but he knew
pretty definitely what he wanted. We may assume that the prayer is greatly abridged; no
doubt there were many words uttered that night
which were not reduced to record; but we may
be sure that there was a pretty good understanding between Jacob and Jehovah, for it takes
definite prayer to get definite results, and there
were definite results on this occasion. Whatever
your terminology, or the words employed when
you seek, they must have a definite meaning
before you can exercise that definite faith which
enables God to do a definite work in your heart.
People who come to revival meetings and conventions and get ''a great uplift'' in an indefinite way, never have anything that lasts and
bears fruit, to take away with them. The works
of divine grace are expressed in promises and
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presented in doctrinal form in the Scriptures,
and we should clearly apprehend those truths.
They are the surest medium through which the
blessing may come to the heart, and the adequate
means of incorporating it when it does come.
Unincorporated blessings vanish. Philosophers
tell us that we cannot hold an idea without
some term to correspond with it in our mind.
Our words are symbols, and we cannot think
without symbols. So, the doctrines of justification and sanctification or the baptism with the
Holy Spirit, along with other truths which relate to God's dealing with the soul, are symbols
of corresponding facts due to take place in us.
Granting that men may hold the shell and miss
the kernel, we must insist that those who enter
intelligently upon their inheritance in Christ
should bfl discriminating students of the symbols,
taking definite ground in their doctrinal attitudes. If a man forgets the term through
which God blessed him he is liable to forget the
blessing.
OUR

DOCTRINAL GROWING POINT

Along toward morning, when Jacob asserted
his determination to die or get what he came
after, the Lord asked him his name. Then he
asked Jehovah his name, but the Lord gave him
to understand that there was nothing practical
in that question on Jacob's part, no reason for
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it: "Wherefore (for what reason) is it that
thou dost ask after my name 7'' which was as
much as to say there was a reason in asking
Jacob to confess his name. Herein, Jacob was
brought to the final test of confessing the fact
of his inherited nature, which gave him his
name. It would appear that his name was given
by inspiration, for it designated something in
his nature which could be discerned only by
divine insight. The consequence of ''the blessing'' is expressly stated by the divine wrestler;
endued with power, and changed in nature, from
supplanter to prince : ''As a prince hast thou
power with God and with men, and hast prevailed.'' He prevailed, first, with God; then,
as a consequence, with men. But before Jacob
could get that power which put him up, he had
to put himself down, in a confession that there
was something in his nature which needed to be
taken out. To go up, spiritually, there must
be a going down. That is where the test comes;
that is where a great many important brethren
quit praying and let the Wrestler go. We do
not like to call ourselves bad names. We do
not like to discover something in ourselves that
ought not to be there. There is a doctrinal tenet
that says a man can be endued with power without reference to cleansing; but he can not. Let
us set the answer to that error in bold relief:
He can not. God can not trust him with it.
A man whom God cannot cleanse he cannot trust
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with an enduement of power. Such a man may
get his imagination endued, he may fly off into
a volume of good feeling and suppose he has
struck the blessing ; but no man has ever reached
the real enduement of power until he has struck
bottom in the confession of inbred sin. So long
as he holds on to his own foolish negations God
cannot fill him or give him the victory in the
battle of life, but must permit him to go on in
failure and defeat. If Esau meets such a man
he will usually defeat the man. The only way
that man will be able to go on is never to meet
Esau with his four hundred men.
MULTIPLYING A

MAN

But Jacob was not a quitter, and he proved
not to be an evader. He was a man who could
learn by experience. Coming against facts, he
called them by their right name, and did not try
to call them something else. He did not fall
back on his philosophy or his theology, or adhere
to a prejudice fostered in some circle of abstract
speculators. And the very moment God got him
to where he would let Him have His way with
him, that moment God took his embarrassing
name away from him and gave him a good name.
Jacob had fought it out that night in the
shadows until his desire had become stronger
than his flesh, and in his wrestling he had disjointed his limb. God had been patiently
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ing with him ever since he was a boy. No doubt
he had been a problem to his neighbors and
kinsmen and parents, so perverse and so subtle
was he by nature. Many times they may have
prophesied that Jacob would come to no good
end; but, buried under all the rubbish of his
natural depravity, God saw that magnificent
man who was to stand out in the annals of history for having excelled at the throne of grace.
God held on to Jacob and Jacob held on to God,
through the years, until the crisis came at Peniel.
Jacob had fibre enough for God to lay hold of
him, and had in his heart the elements of ultimate response. If he had not drawn the line
on his old self life and fought it out, going on
to complete victory, you would scarcely have
heard of him today. We have people today in
whose favor their neighbors cannot say much,
but in whom God can see something, and if He
could lead them to seek deliverance from their
old depraved nature, He could give them an influence which this whole Empire would be too
small to contain. He would be pleased to do this
for many who today are not known or felt beyond their local community, and whose influence
is of uncertain flavor, even in its small radius.
Many well meaning people, reasonably devout,
with vast possibilitieJ! buried in their faculties,
are passing through life to the graveyard and
the judgment, unknown and unfelt, simply because they have not drawn the issue against their
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depraved nature and found their Peniel victory,
which, in more modern terms, would be called
their pentecost.
Jacob went from the hillside that morning,
mighty in God, representing an advanced standard. He was never to be the same again. There
was a fascinating influence in his life, ever
afterward. After that, he always took sides with
God, even though it should be against his own
family or against himself. Loyalty to God was
to characterize all his deportment. And, as
Jacob prevailed with God, something had happened to Esau; and something will happen to
every man that gets across the track of a man
like that. We do not know when that something
happened to Esau; I rather think it happened
when he met Jacob. As the rugged Esau approached his newly blessed brother there came
over him the feeling, I cannot hit that man.
There seemed to be a power in Israel's presence
that day which melted the heart of Esau. It is
very hard to hit a man who has prayed all
night. Surrounding the person of a man who
comes from the throne of grace, victorious over
self and cleansed from sin, is an atmosphere in
which the enemy loses his liberty to strike.
THE EVENING HALO

As Jacob had let God have his way with him,
God honored Jacob in all his subsequent days.
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In his old age, when he was blessing his sons,
he refers to the two great meetings which he
had with God. Record of this is left us in the
forty-eighth of Genesis. In the third verse, he
says: ''God Almighty appeared unto me at Luz
in the land of Canaan and blessed me.'' It was
a lingering blessing, an epochal blessing, which
he had never forgotten. It represented a principal milestone in his life. Then in the sixteenth
verse, the dying patriarch records the event
which we are studying today, where he insistently demanded a blessing of Him who had
blessed him at Bethel. Here he refers to J ehovah as ''the angel which redeemed me from all
evil.'' There may be superficial observers who
think that the greatest evil that God redeemed
him from at Peniel on the night of wrestling
was the threatened fate he was to meet next day.
But the greatest evil God delivered him from
was that heritage of his nature which went with
the passing of his old name, and the passing of
which made him a prince, duly qualified in
spirit and life to represent the King. And, in
his dying moments, God gave signal honor to His
aged servant ; pulling back the curtains of the
future, He permitted him to see the glories of
the New Testament age, and said to him: "The
scepter shall not depart from Judah, nor a laww
giver from between his feet, until Shiloh come;
and unto him shall the gathering of the people
be.'' And so the man who so early partook of
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the first essentials of full salvation was led to a
prophetic Pisgah in his dying hour, and given
to see the ingathering of the nations which
should result :from the influence of Judah's
greatest Son, whose redeeming power was to be
made known in the ends of the earth by witnesses filled with the Holy Ghost.
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Autlzorof
ALBERT F. McGARRAH
"Modnn Chunk Finanee"

Modem Church Management
I2mo, cloth, net $1.00.

With thoroughness: and constructive ability, Mr. McGarrah furnishes valuable advice concerning the ideals and policies of the modern church and what she may learn and profit
by. from a study of the principles of scientific management.

JOHN F. COWAN, D.D.

Big Jobs for Little Churches
I2mO,

cloth, net 75c.

Deals with the manifold problems confronting
church in an optimistic, constructive sort of way.
helpful, suggestive plans of work and methods of
twhich have been found to yield liighly satisfactory

JOSEPH FORT NEWTON

the rural
Furnishes
procedure
results.

Pasttw City Temple, Lmdon

An Ambassador

City Temple Sermons. 12mo, cloth, net $1.00.
"Most of the sermons were preached by Dr. Newton in the
City Temple, London. Dr. Newton has both vigor of
thought and an unusual felicity of expression. And it is
good, earnest gospel preaching as well.''-Christian Guardian,

HUGH THOMPSON KERR, D. D.

The Highway of Life
12mo, cloth, net $1.00.

Dr. Kerr has long established himself as a man with •
menage. Some of his fine pulpit efForts are here presented,
furnish•ng ample evidence that this talented preacher baa
something to Bay of an enhea.rteni·ng character.

